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Place names 
convention 

In all my writing since publi-
cation of Haa L’éelk’w Hás 
Aani Saax’ú: Our grand-

parents’ names on the land 
(Thornton & Martin, eds. 

2012), I’ve used Tlingit place 
names whenever available, 
followed by their translation 
in italic, and IWGN (impor-

tant white guy name) in 
parentheses. Euro-names, 
however regal or preemp-
tive, were afterthoughts. 

Example: Kadigooni 
X’áat’, island with spring 

water (Spuhn Island). Where 
no place name is listed in 
Thornton & Martin (hence-

forth T&M, 2012), I default to 
the IWGN. 

Cover:  1926 US Navy photo northwest across Peters-
burg and The Narrows to the mouth of Petersburg Creek 
and Aansadaak'w, town before (ancient village at mouth 
of Petersburg Creek). While certainly picked over, the 

beach-fringe forest still had tall old-growth in 1926. 
So the near-complete clearcutting came later. ●  This 
image: Low tide oblique of mudflats off Aansadaak'w.

Preface: Early in 2016, Dave Beebe asked if I'd be interested in an interpretive project for the 
City of Kupreanof. The Council wanted something—brochures? phone-app? web resources? . 
. . format then unspecified—for visitors, and residents, hiking their coastal trail system. 

Comparing schedules, it looked like the best time for me to come down was in late May. 
Sharon & Dick Sprague offered to host me on their island, from which I could quickly commute 
to the 'job site.'  As usual,  spent several Juneau days sweeping all my resources together. 
Part 1 of this document is arranged by topic, under the title 'scoping.' Part 2 will be the daily/
hourly journals, once I've arrived at Kupreanof. 

Part 1: scoping
Geography & GIS
Digital cartography is the most rapidly advancing technology that I use on a 
daily basis.1 Every year, we add a new tool to our kit, or at least sharpen the 
tools we've barely gotten used to. Cartographic libraries are so rich that in the 
past 30 hours I've learned a lot about Kupreanof before even setting foot on the 
ground. Closest I've been to the 'project area' was skiffing up Petersburg Creek 
on a high tide with Jim Demko of Narrows Conservation in year-2 of the Land-
mark Trees project, 20 years ago (sidebar follows).

First step in mapping any new project area is aquiring the best topography. Since 2014, living and doing 
most of my work in Juneau, I've become spoiled by our coverage of LiDAR-generated digital elevation 
models (DEM). For both landform study and forest metrics, these 1-m-pixel resolution LiDAR resources 
have changed my life. But they're not yet available for the Petersburg area.

Second best topographic resource after LiDAR is IfSAR (interferometric synthetic aperture radar, 
a remote sensing radar technique). I learned to access and process 5-m-pixel digital surface models 
(DSMs) from IfSAR on the drive Dustin Wittwer prepared for ADF&G a couple years ago.2  My clip for 

1  Genetics is moving even faster, but it's so statistical and specialized that I can only look over shoulders of practitioners, hoping they aren't 
blindered by ivory tower elevations, funding sources, and political correctness, such that findings swerve unduly toward expectations.  

2  DSMs from IfSAR show entire surface, including tree foliage—obviously inferior to 'true' bare earth from LiDAR, which strips away veg. But the 
Digital Terrain Model (DTM) from Alaskan IfSAR is disappointingly 'smudged' looking, so I prefer to create hillshades from the DSMs. 
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Pburg geo from Connor:
Cathy Connor's second edition of Roadside Geology of Alaska has this for Petersburg:

"Wrangell Narrows, as well as the drive up Mitkof Highway to Petersburg, traverses 
Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous Gravina Belt turbidites intruded by mid-Cretaceous 
plutons. Ferries follow the Wrangell Narrows between Mitkof and Woewodski Island. 
The 21-mile channel averages 0.5 mile in width but at its narrowest is only 100 yards 
wide. >70 channel markers, are green to the left and red to the right for ships sailing 
north. An outgoing tide adds a dramatic flavor to the voyage.

North across Wrangell Narrows from Petersburg, on Kupreanof Island, is Peters-
burg Mountain at 2,720 feet, one of many Cretaceous granite bodies that lie along a 
northwest-trending belt. When the clouds lift, to the east on the mainland you can see 
Devils Thumb at 9,077 feet and Kates Needle at 10,023 feet—Coast Range Batholith 
boundary peaks that delineate the AK-BC border.

In 1880 the high waterline of Petersburg was along the present course of Main 
Street near the vicinity of city harbor. West from Main Street is mostly artificial fill 
quarried from local sources. Glacio-marine deposits underlie the intertidal zone 
here. Southwest of Petersburg, the airport runway is built up as much as 27 feet with 
crushed graywacke fill over spongy peat. Organic peats are made of sphagnum, 
sedges, heaths, and other small woody plants, ranging frrom 2- to 7 m deep in this 
area. Rate of accumulation varies but may be about 1 foot per thousand years. Peat 
in the Petersburg region has been accumulating for the last 8,000 years. High porosity 
and moisture make it a poor foundation material. Where more than 9 feet thick, foun-
dations are usually set on pilings. Fill can generally be placed over peat in such a way 
that it floats uniformly without forcing the peat to flow out from underneath.

LeConte Glacier calves large volumes of ice. These icebergs float down LeConte 
Bay and up Frederick Sound and can enter northern Wrangell Narrows and Peters-
burg harbor. The incoming iceberg flotillas have been a worry for Petersburg fishermen 
and their boats anchored in the harbor. Local high school students, University Alaska 
students, and faculty have worked on terminus surveys to monitor this actively calving 
and southernmost tidewater glacier in North America."

Aansadaak'w is shown on the bedrock geology map (sidebar, next 
page). 

Greater-, mid-scale- and inner project areas  That geo-map 
extent is what I'll label the 'greater project area'—best context for 
major bedrock units, marine passageways, etc. The LUDs map, 
page 5, could be considered the mid-scale project extent. For both of 
these scales—greater and mid-level—IfSAR-quality DEMS are fine.

It's only when we zoom in to the 'inner project area'—limited to 
Kupreanoffian residences and the most-walked trails by visitors with 
a few hours to explore—that I'll miss my Juneau LiDAR dataset, 
which gives land elevations to the nearest foot, and allows me to 
measure trees from my home computer more accurately than I can 
in the field with a laser rangefinder. That map begins the section on 
Euro-geography, page 16.

Bedrock  Geologically, I feel at home in Pburg, cause it's under-
lain by the same Jurassic to Early Cretaceous Gravina Belt as in 
Juneau (Connor sidebar). The geology map helps explain how 
Kupreanofians came to be blessed with a backyard Wilderness 
Area—the Petersburg Creek/Duncan Salt Chuck withdrawal from 
loggable National Forest. That pink-coded Kqd—Cretaceous quartz 
diorite—is unproductive parent material for growing large-tree 
forest. I've marked a couple alluvial fans on the following LUDs 
map. These are probably the only places to expect moderately large 
conifers. No clearcuts are mapped here by USFS, but if I'm reading 
my 1997 notes correctly (skiff-visit sidebar, following) these fans 
have been seriously highgraded.  

At this greater landscape scale, you can also see the work of 
glaciers on bedrock of variable resistance. Monolithic intrusives 
(pink-purple color family) form high summits and ridges, while 
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Bedrock geology
Units from the USGS database:
UNCONSOLIDATED

Qa  Alluvial deposits (Quaternary): Unconsoli-
dated alluvial, fan, and alluvial terrace deposits.
SEDIMENTARIES/METAMORPHICS

KJgs Sedimentaries of Gravina belt (Creta-
ceous and Jurassic): On Mitkof, lithic sandstone 
& mudstone turbidites. Calcareous lithic wacke 
& arenite; light gray, thin-bedded, fine-grained, 
interbeds of dark gray mudstone.

KJgv Volcanics of Gravina belt (Cretaceous 
and Jurassic): In Petersburg area, massive 
greenstone, pillow greenstone, pillow breccia, 
& tuff. Commonly augite phyric; locally contains 
hornblende. Includes grayish green massive to 
foliated greenstone consisting of epidote, albite, 
chlorite, & relict clinopyroxene phenocrysts. 
Greenschist metamorphic grade.

MzPzp Phyllite (Mesozoic or Paleozoic): In 
Petersburg area, dark gray, commonly lineated 
phyllite with lenses of green phyllite. Also 
greenschist, greenstone, chlorite phyllite, slate 
& semischist, minor conglomerate, limestone & 
quartzite; fine-grained; highly folded. Probably 
includes metamorphosed Gravina belt rocks as 
well as subjacent Triassic & older TrPzms

INTRUSIVES
Kqd  Quartz diorite, monzonite, quartz monzonite (Cretaceous): Hornblende-biotite quartz diorite, with subordinate tonalite 

& granodiorite, quartz monzodiorite, & diorite. Foliated to massive equigranular; average grain size medium. In Petersburg area 
quartz monzodiorite & tonalite. Locally foliated, plagioclase porphyritic. Interstitial quartz, K-feldspar, hornblende, biotite, epidote..

Kmg  Migmatite (Cretaceous): Varied migmatitic rocks, mainly agmatite & irregular banded gneiss associated with tonalite & 
granodiorite on NE Admiralty & east of Wrangell. Leucosomes are granodioritic; melasomes contain biotie & garnet.

Kum  Ultramafic and associated mafic intrusive rocks (Cretaceous): On northeastern Kupreanof, dominantly wherlite, grada-
tional into dunite & clinopyroxenite; dark green, brown-weathering, partly serpentinized. No dunite core or gabbro margin; intruded 
by massive hornblendite at north margin.

This map shows extent of 
what I'm considering the 

greater project area: All of 
Petersburg Lake watershed, 
plus the Narrows, and some

context ranging from 
X'akhanhéen, stream 

between (Duncan Canal) to 
Kaach X’aa (Brown Cove) 

on the mainland. Thick 
blue lines delineate named 

watersheds.

greater 
project 

area
more friable metamorphics and sedimen-
taries (green-yellow-brown coded) were 
ground-down to lowlands. On the lowest 
terraces, forming belts around much of 
Mitkof and Kupreanof Islands, elevated sea 
levels in the early Holocene left us broad, 
soggy benches with peat over compacted 
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USFS LUDs map (land use 
designations). Not up-to-date. 
FS maps don't distinguish the 

many ownerships in what to the 
fed is all just "NNF:" non-national 

forest. A more detailed parcels 
map follows on page 16. Clearcut 

dates are also from USFS, but 
again, mapping is incomplete on 
the "NNF." Contours generated 
from IfSAR DSM. Trails layer 
from USFS. [PS, trip's end: I 

GPSed a more accurate trail for 
the inner project area.]

fines, described in Cathy's preceding 
sidebar.

Hydrology/fish
At the inner project scale, the USFS 
channel-type layer shows all streams 
crossing the trail system as high-
gradient contained (HC). Cemetery 
Creek is medium-gradient contained 

mid-scale 
project 

area
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(MC). None of these streams are shown as 
fish-bearing in ADF&G's Anadromous Waters 
Catalog (AWC).3 

As defined by USFS, the Petersburg Lake 
watershed (VCU) drains 44.5 square miles. 
Because Petersburg Lake is a sockeye system, 
AWC shows all salmon species except king in 
this watershed, along with steelhead, dollies 
and cutthroat. In the first 2.5 miles heading 
upstream, 3 alluvial fan channels are mapped 
by USFS. These correspond to triangular 
patches of large-canopy trees on air photos 
(unfortunately high-graded as noticed in the 
1997 sidebar). 

PS, trip's end: Dave and I speculated about 
which of the trail-crossed streams would have 
offered best goon héen, springfed water source 
for Aansadaak'w. More follows in notes from 
0519.  

Vegetation
Site-as-yet-unseen, my resources are kinda 
skimpy for vegetation at Aansadaak'w. It's off 
the Tongass, so USFS forest type mapping is 
clipped to the border and covers none of the 
inner project area. NWI (National Wetlands 

3  PS, trip's end: Forgot to ask Dave or Richard if there are any 
small uncataloged pink runs at the mouths of these trail system 
streams. 

Skiff visit, 19970708
My only prior experience in the project area was 
20 years ago—July, 1997—visiting Petersburg 
to give a talk on Biogeography of SE Alaska 
in the series hosted by Narrows Conservation 
Coalition. Jim Demko gave me this tour:

"Jim and I motored up Petersburg Creek on the 
high tide. I was nervous about the coming talk 
and wanted a few minutes with my slides before 
dinner, but it was a worthwhile trip. Changed 
my image of Petersburg from 'bog&scrubville' 
to something much lusher. Broad bands of 
high tidal vegetation rim the creek for miles 
upstream. Freshwater probably increases diver-
sity of species below EHW, as on Chilkat River. 
Umbels, POEG, sedges, FRCA, LUNU, etc. 
Bear tramplings. My 2nd or 3rd encounter with 
Oenanthe sarmentosa, with the thick, hollow, 
delicate stem, and leaves like a large COCH. 

At ~mile 2 above the Narrows, there are 
stands of apparent uplift spruce, but the Hicks 
& Shofnos map shows only ~0.1 inch per year 
for Petersburg.1 Only on a site like this could you get classic primary uplift succession with such slow rates of 
rebound (PS, 1999: similar at Big John Bay).

We went ashore twice to check out the old growth. Once at the Wilderness boundary where it's scrubby. 
Downstream everything's Mental Health land. NCC's major battle right now is against the board of MH who 
want to road and develop this off-wilderness portal. Our next stop was in a fan on the NE side. There are 3 
moderately large spruces left in here. (~3ft dbh & 140-160ft tall) but the rest are handlogged stumps."

1  Since the H&S paper, Larsen et al, 2005, have fine-tuned our understanding of rates and spatial variation. I disagree, however, with some of 
their conclusions about onset, and total amount of uplift at the southern end of this map. 
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Inventory) does cover the inner project area, and in 
fact nearly all of it's considered wetland.

Easiest for NWI contractors to map were the open 
peatlands (PEM), mustard-colored in my symbol-
ogy. NWI is poor to useless at separating bog from 
fen. This key ecological distinction is discussed in 
Carstensen et al, 2014, p74-80. Based upon what 
I've seen at Petersburg across the channel, and the 
high-res 2005 unrectified aerials, I expect most of the 
Aansadaak'w peatlands to be sphagnum bog, with 
richer sedge fen mostly as thin transitional borders. 
[PS, trip's end: yup.]  I also loaded the cedar dieback 
layer [PS, trip's end: uselessly inaccurate here.]

Alaska Shorezone
Also on the NWI map are photopoints of oblique 
stills from the Alaska Shorezone surveys in May, 
2008. An example for the dock area, photo 4722, 
shows not only the intertidal belt targetted by 

Shorezone (they flew strictly at low tide), but a great deal of the lowland forest as well. One reason 
that the Forest Service's map of logged holdings (managed_stands.shp) is inaccurate for pre-1950s 
cuts is that the smooth texture of even-aged young growth begins to fall apart as stands approach a 
century in age. This makes them hard to delineate on vertical photography, but you can often do better 
with obliques. Shorezone #3713 clearly displays a belt of spruce young growth, logged in 1956. (In 
Juneau, with faster rebound, I'd have chalked this up to raised tideland.)

National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) coded at the 
system-class level. As mountain slope mellows onto 

the marine terrace, palustrine wetlands dominate—one 
exception being the slightly steeper slopes inside Sasby 

Island. ●  Hatched lines show purported yellow-cedar 
dieback—definitely wrong for Sasby and probably also 

wrong on the mountainside above Petersburg Creek.  
●  Green dots are Alaska Shorezone photopoints, with 
arrows indicating flight direction. It helps to know they 

shot out the left side of the helicopter.
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Photo 4722 The coastal band of second growth is easily distinguished from wetland old 
growth by color and texture. I've added a yellow line at the contact. Younger stands are 

darker and more uniform, with pointier tops. They lack the 'frosting' of dead, licheny crowns. 
Larger, darker, grey-green trees are spruce; smaller, greener trees are hemlock. The most 

vigorous regrowth is labeled "line-up." For ground view see photo #31, 0519 journal.
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Photo 4710  Early May oblique—pre-green-
up—where the Shorezone pilot turned back at 
the limit of tidal influence on Petersburg Creek. 

Salt marsh is typed by NWI as E2EM—estuarine 
emergent—coded pink on previous hillshade. 
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Photo 3713  PS, trip's end: I was flipping through the Shore-
zone collection with Dave Beebe when he told me to stop and 
go back to this one. I'd been scanning the terrestrial scene and 
missed what leaped out to his more aquatically-tuned eye. That 

upside-down mushroom outline at low tide line is an ancient 
boulder fish trap. This is 8 miles SE of Sandy Beach on NE 

Mitkof, well outside our project area, but too cool to not include.
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USGS topographic map, a screenshot from ESRI's 
arcgis online. Contours 100 feet. Red-numbered 
squares are one mile across.
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Tlingit names
Here and on the previous bedrock 
geology map (greater project 
area) I've included a few of the 
key Tlingit place names. My 
naming convention is described 
in the sidebar on page 2. Because 
of Pburg's long Scandahoovian 
dominance (to which I'm party by 
virtue of genetics), the precontact 
history of this country on the cusp 
of Kéex' (Kake) and Shtax'héen 
(Stikine) Kwáans is poorly 
remembered and even more 
poorly documented. Compared to 
most of Southeast Alaska, Tlingit 
placename density in this region 
is lamentably sparse. 1

Here's what the cultural atlas 
has to say (paraphrased for brev-
ity) about the few names mapped 

1  PS, First day out: I'm southbound on MV 
Matanuska, wishing I hadn't tried to save 
weight by leaving Thornton & Martin (2012) at 
home. Figured I'd already harvested most of 
its wisdom for the Petersburg area, but didn't 
foresee how many times during the ferry ride 
I'd want to look up place names, or read the 
history of clans in each complex of bays and 
channels. Until we have the cultural atlas in 
digital form, T&M12 should come along on 
every Southeast sailing.

in our project area, and a bit of background on clans that 
used this area. To grapple with this map, start from the 
recognition that these clans were always moving. Many 
take their names from towns or landmarks no longer in 
their territory.  Their migrations, and the events that trig-
gered them, should only frustrate or embarrass those with 

Clans of Kéex' and Shtax'héen Kwáans 

lack of patience for historical unfolding, or over-attached to 
millennial sojourns since "time immemorial."2 

2  Tlingit identity is founded on clan, and clans usually take their names from 
distant places—eg the Dakl'aweidí example, following. Migration stories are 
therefore foundational to "being Tlingit." (Thornton, 2008) These dynamic stories 
make their owners feel intensely rooted in a vast but knowable landscape, generally 
about 300 miles across on the long axis. To pair these stories with the claim of 
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The flow of humans across this landscape is part of its mystique.  That applies espe-
cially to the town name from which I've titled this project and journal. Turns out the town 
before is probably not one but 2 steps removed from current Euro-occupancy. From the 
clans map I at first assumed it was occupied in pre-contact times by the Taalkweidí. As 
we'll see below, (Olson footnote #3) it seems to have been named by the Kaasx'agweidí:

Aansadaak'w, town before (Kupreanof)—Today's Petersburg . . . 
"overshadows a long-abandoned village just across the channel, now labeled Kupreanof on 
USGS maps. Occupied by several Shtax'héen clans, the original settlement was known in Tlingit 
as Aansadawk'w (R.Olson, 1967).3 Later, when steamships began to ply Wrangell Narrows, the 
channel became known as Gánti Yaakw Séedi, steamboat pass."

Kaasx'aa, or Kaach X’aa, translation unknown (Brown Cove) 
"This village was founded by the Kaasx'agweidí, who took their name from the place. In addition 
to the village, the bay also houses several petroglyphs."

 Interesting that the Kaasx'agweidí now center around Lukáax, and their namesake 
cove—as with Aansadaak'w—is mapped in the territory of the Taalkweidí. Why this 
migration?

Séet Ká, on the channel (Petersburg) Northwest-facing aspects were almost never 
inhabited by the Tlingit. I suppose it was preferable to the Aansadaak'w side only from 
perspective of deep-draft vessels.  

Tlingit presence here for 10,000 years requires an abandonment of curiosity—the death of science. Many elders and 
culture bearers achieve this because mythic time is more flexible than linear, historical time. Some scientists have tried 
to accomodate both claims—migrations and millennia en situ—by imagining that oral history could pass down intact for 
roughly 400 human generations since the early Holocene. For me, as a Southeast naturalist/generalist, it's extremely 
difficult to waive all the logical objections to this hypothesis, especially when so many of the stories are such a good fit for 
the Little Ice Age, only 10 generations ago. 

3  T&M12 here cite Olson 1967, p. 31. Downloading the original (which I've seen cited forever but never bothered to read!) 
I found that RO spelled the name entirely differently. I'm quoting here in full: "The Kaskwakwedi'h [T&M12: Kaasx'agweidí] 
clan of Wrangell came originally from the Queen Charlotte Islands where they called themselves the WŭhtcĬnnĬna'h 
[ie, of Kaigani Haida ancestry?]. They moved from there, one group settling at Kasaan [Haida], the other moving to the 
Tlingit village of Tcukwa'san at Mill Creek [T&M12: Choox'as Aan, waterfall town]. At this village were the Nanyaayih, 
Siknahaddih, Tihittan, Kiksadi, and Katcadih. These refused to admit the newcomers, saying they smelled too strongly of 
salmon eggs. So they went on and settled at Kask!le'k  [T&M12: Kaasx'aa, no trans (Brown's Cove)]. They later moved to 
Anstagaku across the channel from Petersburg. After the coming of the whites they moved to Wrangell. 

William Paul's map 
noted that in addi-
tion to the Taalk-

weidí, mapped for 
Pburg area, Naan-
yaa.aayi also lived 
there, if married-in. 

This would have 
been true of several 

other clans in 
Shtax’héen Áaní. 
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Lukáax, in haste (Duncan Canal): alternate name from Kake elders: 
X'akhanhéen, stream between. 

"This canal and its salt marshes were hunted and trapped. A fort and salmon stream 
(from which the bay probably takes its name) were here. The Lukaax.ádi, a Raven 
clan today associated with northern Southeast, trace their origins to this creek. 
However the site proved uninhabitable in winter because navigable waters access-
ing the village froze over. Consequently, the Lukaax.ádi migrated north, first to 
Excursion Inlet and eventually to Jilkoot and Dry Bay."

The head of is also known as X'alchán, smelly mouth, probably for its 
anaerobic muds.

Thomas Bay is north of our project area but important as birthplace of 
the clan who claimed the Narrows area at the time our clan map was drawn. 
(Remembering, however, that clans moved around, it seems Aansadaak'w 
itself was named or at least inhabited by a different clan, the Kaasx'agweidí.) 
Taalkú wide-mouthed basket (Thomas Bay), from which the Taalkweidí take 
their name. . .

"is said by some to resemble a táal, or wide-mouthed basket, though the name is 
typically pronounced with a low tone, and thus may refer to something else. The 
Taalkweidí are the only Wrangell clan who trace their origins in Shtax'héen Kwáan 
back to the Flood. According to their legend, the bay was carved by the powerful 
ice spirit Sít' Yéik, glacier spirit, in "his rush to embrace the salt water." 
The bay's entrance was blocked by a mighty spirit who dwelt in a large underwater 
rock home and was guarded by many spirits. Many Tlingits lost their lives attempt-
ing to bypass these spirits and enter the bay, including the father of a family that 
lived at the bay's entrance. His sons . . . avenged their father's death . . .killing the 
monster, who then transformed into a rock . . .at the head of the bay. Thereafter 
they became the in Taalkweidí honor of their purchase of the bay with their father's 
life, and established their village at Wood Point (Taalkú Aan). 4 The stone-monster 
became one of their crests. 

4  T&M2012 map shows Taalkú Aan/Wood Pt way up Thomas Bay. The IWGN Wood Pt is right at the 
entrance of the bay, far from any possible landslide. So where was the real Taalkú Aan? 

The landmark mountain Taalkúnaxk'u Shaa, mountain back of  Taalkú (Devil's 
Thumb) also became the crest of the Taalkweidí, as this is where they sought refuge 
when driven from Taalkú by the Great Flood. A segment of this clan moved to 
Lukáax, becoming the Lukaax.ádi. In historic times, perhaps 150 years ago, an 
avalanche wiped out the village of Taalkú Aan."

Xeitl Sít’, thunder glacier (LeConte) Name derives from the cacophony of 
calving. This area also home to the Taalkweidí.

Xákw Séet, sandbar strait (Dry Strait) xxxx
Shtax'héen, water biting itself (Stikine River) xxxx 
Aan X’aat’, village island (Camp Island) No info in T&M12, but the loca-

tion is intriguing. SW exposure, great defensive visibility and proximity to 
both the seals of Xeitl Sít’and the Xákw Séet 'backdoor' to Shtax'héen.

Dakl'éiw, sandy place upriver. Off the map, but important because the 
Dakl'aweidí, widely dispersed today among Southeast villages, trace their 
origins to this interior biome. 

Kaxkuyéndu Áa, monster's lagoon  Refered to in the Taalkweidí origin 
story.

Náaxdík', short portage (Portage Bay) The carry here is to the head of 
Lukáax but surely the route through Petersburg Lake to Aansadaak'w was also 
known.
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Fisheries research vessel Abatross stopped at the infant village of Petersburg 
in 1901 to check out a cannery (next page), constructed on the approximate loca-
tion of Pburg harbor today. Embedded in Commander Moser's descriptions of the 
earliest Euro activities is an intriguing mention of a "native village." Let's use it 
to transition from the Tlingit to Scandinavian story of Aansadaak'w:

"Icy Strait Packing Company, Petersburg  — This company, incorporated in the 
State of Washington, is organized from the stockholders of the Quadra Packing Compa-
ny, who purchased the saltery interests in Bartlett Bay [now Cove] intending to build 
a cannery at that point during the season of 1899, Circumstances arose which made 
it inexpedient to carry out that project at the time. Attention was directed to a site in 
Wrangell Narrows for a cannery. fishery, sawmill, etc. Work commenced in the summer 
of  1899, when a small sawmill was set up, a substantial steamer wharf built, and a 
warehouse, store, and residence completed. It is located inside the northern entrance 
to Wrangell Narrows on the southeastern shore, about a mile above Turn Point and an 
equal distance from the open waters of Frederick Sound. The position is an excellent 
one, as it is convenient to several very good fisheries, and all steamers pass close to the 
wharf on their regular routes to and from Alaska ports. A town site has been recorded, 
a post-office and an express office established under the name of Petersburg, and an 
Indian village has sprung up close by. 1 During the winter of 1899-1900, and while the 
building operations were in progress, the company engaged in the herring and halibut 
fisheries, Of the former, during the months of September and October, 1,500 barrels 
were salted, mostly taken from Wrangall Narrows, The halibut were shipped on ice to 
Puget Sound, As this may become an important industry, it will be referred to under 
another heading,

1  It's hard to know where to place this village, and how to interpret the words "sprung up."  Many Tlingit 
settlements did grow on sites close to employment where no previous camps or towns had been. But the 
very name Aansadaak'w means "town before," suggesting an antiquity pre-dating Pburg. Does that mean 
this is a different 'nouveau' town, perhaps on the Mitkof side, "close by?" Certainly the style is post-contact, 
with small shacks of milled lumber, rather than the massive post-&-beam construction of precontact clan 
houses. But by 1901, virtually none of those old-style structures remained. So it's possible this was on the 
site of earlier Aansadaak'w, but with replaced buildings.  If the photo was taken on the Mitkof side, its only 
possible location—looking across a waterway only ~50 yards wide—would be on Hammer Slough. I favor 
that interpretation. Very small, scrubby trees are a better fit for Mitkof than the pocketed shoreline of today's 
Sprague's parcel, my best guess for old Aansadaak'w (following journal for 0519: photo 06) 

In the spring of 1900 the cannery building, warehouse, bunk-house, etc were 
erected and the canning machinery installed. Situated on the steamer route, 
surroundings have heen made attractive by gardens, plank walks, bridges, etc, 
and the buildings are substantial, well arranged, and very clean.

. . . [cleaned fish] are carried to 64 filler tables. Klootchmen (Chinook jargon 
for Native women, from Nootka łuučmaa “woman”) do most of this work and 
receive 6 cents a case for filling. Cans then go to the washer, after which tops put 
on by Chinese . . . It's probable that filling machinery will be introduced, though 
it's belived that a hand-filled pack is preferred. 

The Chinese contract is 45 cents. The fishermen received $35 per month, 
board and allowances. Native fishermen receive the same as whites if they 
complete the season. Fish were purchased at the lowest rates for which they 
could be obtained. The native work this season was very satisfactory." 

Often the Albatross reports and maps specified escapements from specific 

1901

No mention of
"Petersburg" 
in this caption
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streams. You'd expect information from the sockeye system in Petersburg 
Creek and Lake (not yet named, I guess, at the turn of the century). But prox-
imity wasn't actually that big a deal to Euro packers with easy mobility and 
gigantic appetites. Moser continued:

"The fisheries of this cannery were conducted ovewr such a wide area and in 
such an irregular way that no accurate stream data is available. The crews were 
moved from place to place, as seemed to offer the best facilities and the most fish. 
Points 130 to 140 miles distant were reached for fish to supply the cannery, and 
much enterprise was exhibited on this work. The following streams were fished, 

Photographer unknown. Not taken on the Albatross expedition, but in the same 
year as their description, so presumably of the ISP Co. facility. I include it even 
though it's not Kupreanof because the background forest and shoreline looks 
so undeveloped. That makes it believable that Hammer Slough—contemporary 
site of the Native village on preceding page, would have been equally pristine, 
and open briefly to settlement by otherwise-displaced Taalkweidí.

and the numbers taken by this cannery, where known, are given: Taku Inlet; North 
Stream, Stikine Delta; Blind River, Wrangell Narrows; head of Duncan Canal; 
Redfish Bay, 34,000 redfish; Freshwater Bay, 25,000 redfish; Basket Bay 30,000 

Another "Native village" somewhere near Pburg, this one by WD Case. Much 
steeper shoreline. Tilt-down in Google Earth suggests the site of today's Peters-
burg Fisheries complex, shoreline below the high school. Point in left mid-
distance would then be Sprague's place on Sasby Island. Although not dated, 
other Case-&-Draper images from Archipelago communities are preponderantly 
from the years 1906 & 07. Clearly this site is more challenging and less desir-
able than the preceding Hammer Slough (?) location. If correct, being forced 
ever farther from prime real estate would be consistent with the evolution of 
most Southeast towns.

1901

~1906?
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redfish; Sitkoh Bay, 30,000 redfish; North Bay of Pillars; South Bay of Pillars, 6,500 redfish; Tebenkoff Bay, 7,000 
redfish; Shipley Bay, Rocky Straits, 25,000 redfish; Red Bay, 30,000 redfish."      Jefferson Moser, 1901.

According to Moser's key, only 8 to 10,000 pinks 
(HB) and 5,000 coho were recorded from the 
Peterson Creek watershed. Does this mean 
sockeyes were unrecognised? Or perhaps extin-
guished at that time? The latter seems unlikely in 
view of today's recognition that this is a genetical-
ly distinctive stock with high jack %. That unique-
ness could probably not have developed in the 
century since Albatross. 
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inner 
project 

area
Euro geography
PS, trip's end: Most of this section was assembled 
from materials provided after my arrival by Sharon 
Sprague and Becky Regula. But since it's 'second-
hand,' as opposed to original on-site research, I'll 
include it here up-front in the 'scoping' section.

First Euro-settlers gravitated to the 
south side of Gánti Yaakw Séedi, 
streamboat pass. A slightly later wave 
settled the northern, Aansadaak'w side. 
Petersburg, an IWGN, was named for 
Peter Buschmann, a Norwegian who 

Contemporary parcels from the 
Petersburg Map Viewer,1  trans-
fered to my GIS project for color-

coding by ownership.

1  https://petersburgak.maps.arcgis.com/
apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=0a87
e0c211184d80a2434df9d72e4052 
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USS homesteads, from BLM's Spatial Data Manage-
ment System website [http://sdms.ak.blm.gov/isdms/imf.

jsp?site=sdms]. Smallest numbers earliest—in this 
case Buschmann's, across the Narrows, in 1902. 

Peter filed under the Soldier's Additional Homestead 
process (that also validated appropriation of Xunaa 

fish camps in Icy Strait to the north). First on the 
Kupreanoff side was Royden's in 1916. Comparing to 
previous parcels layer, public land ownerships from 
this historical site are quite obsolete. Much marked 
"state" here (blue) is now Forest Service (green).

arrived with his family in the late 
1880s, starting the cannery in 1896. 

One day as I worked up tree-
core samples, Sharon searched her 
copy of Pioneer profiles: A history 
of Petersburg settlers:1898-1959 
(Nelson, 2004),1 reading out loud to 

1  PS, trip's end:  When asked who would be 
the most knowledgable old timer to interview for 
information on the early history of Kupreanof, 
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1948

2009
USS claims
PS, trip's end: BLM has a pair of excellent websites from which USS 
plats (eg 1209, following) can be identified and individually download-
ed (link on previous page). I've overlain several of these on contempo-
rary aerials to study early settlement patterns.

Although the Royden homestead, next page, was the 
earliest accepted USS claim in 1916, the Knudson 
brothers were in place on what became USS 2481 
well before that. In 1911 the Knudsons started a small 
sawmill near the mouth of the creek, producing barrels 
for salted fish. It ran until 1947. Ole Knudson's home-
stead claim is dated 1949, probably a formality in 
preparation for sale shortly afterward. At that time, the 
surveyor wrote:

"It lies on a gradual SE slope and is covered with spruce 

Petersburg's population steadily doubled over this 60-year 
interval, while Kupreanof's roller-coastered down: 60 in 

1950; 27 in 2010. The "highway" between Cemetery and 
Petersburg Creeks shows well, not yet overgrown by trees. A 

stereopair (3D) version of this 1948 view follows
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me when she found items of pertinance to the Kupre-
anof side:

Jacob Hansath logged Petersburg Creek, so is prob-
ably responsible for many of the earliest springboard 
notches on stumps within cable distance of the stream. 
He arrived ~1900. A friend of the Knudson brothers, he 
wintered in a cabin that still stands on the Bergmann 
property.

Sharon and Richard agreed that Don Nelson is the best living source. My 
feeling at this stage of Phase 1 is that my skills are best applied to a natural 
history compilation. To the degree that the Council desires integration of 
human history into this interpretation, it would be best if members such as 
Sharon did the research—interviews, archival photo search, etc—and pass 
along results to me. 
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USS plats 1209 and part of 
1563 dropped over 2005 
aerial. "Residence" is at 
site of present commu-

nity hall. Old wharfs seem 
aligned with dark bands 

underwater (mussel beds?) 

Now that I've georeferenced these USS 
plats, they can be exported as geoPDFs for 
field use in the app Avenza (dual-platform), 
should any Kupreanoffians be interested in 

precise relocation of historical structures.

and hemlock timber and dense undergrowth, 
berry bushes and second growth. . . The 
claimant has a sawmill and extensive dock 
between the highway and the beach and a 
well constructed house and other buildings. 
He is occupying the claim at the time of the 
survey. . . . About 1 acre has been cleared 
and is in garden and lawn.  . . .The West 
Petersburg highway, 60 ft. wide, constructed 
and maintained by the Bureau of Public 
Roads, traverses the tract from E. to W.

Harold and Ethel Bergmann moved to 
Petersburg in 1954. While Harold taught 
6th grade, Ethel and Bernadine Trones 
beach-seined at the mouth of Petersburg 
Creek, there meeting Dagmar and Jess 
Ames, owners of the Yukon Fur Farm, with 
several thousand breeding mink at its peak.  

Following is summarized from the Berg-
mann chapter in Nelson (2005) and Sarah 
Isto's 2012 book on fur farming:  

Earl Ohmer had been founder and 
co-owner with the Ames's of the Yukon Fur 
Farm.1 A power-player at the State level, 

1 I have no info on this name but suspect it was a bit of 
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he also convinced the 1937 Legislature to appropriate $20,000 for an experi-
mental fur farm on 35 acres of land south of Petersburg in the Narrows, 
selected by Governor Troy, Frank Heinzelman (USFS) and Frank Dufresne 
(Biological Survey). Ohmer's pitch had been that the farm would be best 
located in a fish-rich area.

'false advertising,' similar to that of Juneau's Sunny Point Dairy (actually in the rainiest part of the CBJ.) 
Warm SE Alaska did not produce furs as dense as that of colder interior regions. 

USS plats 2480 and 2481 over 2009 ortho. 

During World War II, Jim Leekly became director of the Experimental Fur 
Farm, draft deferred on request of U of Alaska and the Game Commission. 
Price of shipping made horsemeat impractical, yet mink developed 'watery 
hide disease' when fed only salmon. Leekly tested dried tomato skins and 
other additives. Fur prices fell during the war but entrepreneurs hoped they'd 
rebound at its conclusion, as it did after WWI. Only about 60 Alaska fur 
farms survived the economic trials of WWII. 
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At the Yukon Fur Farm, once the largest mink farm in the state, Jess Ames 
pelted all the mink when partner Ohmer died in 1955. The farm . . .

"  . . .was capable of handling 4,000 mink and several hundred foxes. It included 7 
200-ft-long buildings for mink cages, 3 for foxes, a house, warehouse and numerous 
outbuildings. . . Just after statehood, Harold and Ethel Bergmann purchased the 
farm and started it on a smaller scale. . .  [Isto, 2012]

The Bergmanns apparently wouldn't have ventured into the fur business 

Jim Leekly with mink in 1970
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44 Mink houses at former Yukon Fur Farm in 2017.

without prompting from enthusiastic, state-funded boosters:
"Jim Leekly . . . pushed them to get some breeding pairs and start raising mink. The 
Yukon Fur Farm expanded to 400 breeders after 5 years, but the market was failing. 
Friendly letters started arriving from the IRS . . . 'you have to make money or it is 
called a hobby.' [Nelson, 2005]

The last mink was skinned on Yukon Fur Farm in 1965.
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1948

This clip from the Navy's 1948 coverage is rotated 
to match alignment of the 1929 stereopair (roughly 
north-up). On the following page is a 1948 
stereopair showing the entire, recently-completed 
West Petersburg Highway. For 3D viewing, photo 
alignment is constrained by flight direction.  
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PS, trip's end:  One 
of the interpretive chal-
lenges Dave Beebe and 
I undertook was timing 
and relationship of road 
construction and logging 
of the encompass-
ing forest. I'll return to 
these questions in the 
following journal entries, 
but first let's compare 
historical aerials from 
the Navy, who flew verti-
cal cartographic imagery 
after each World War.

The 1929s on far 
right are displayed 
as a stereopair. Best 
viewing is on a high-
res tablet, under a 
pocket stereoscope (or 
challenge yourself by 
'free-viewing.') In 1929—decade of peak population—a coastal 
boardwalk connected the Knudsen and Owens parcels (not yet 
validated USS claims) to lots eastward. But at that time the road 
didn't continue past USS 1209 just off the edge of this stereo-
pair—today's Dolan parcel.

Dave says he has a document claiming highway construction 
was in the 1950s, but it clearly shows in the 1948 aerial, above, 
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and in this stereopair, by which time it extended from about 
half a mile up Petersburg Creek, eastward to Cemetery Creek 
(preceeding 1948-2005 historical pair). So we can bracket road 
construction to sometime between 1929 and 48. 

During my stay I had no written sources for road construction 
dates. On return to Juneau, Becky found mention of the road in 
its planning stages, from minutes of the Petersburg Commercial 
Club, in the Petersburg Press, Nov 1930 (banner above): 

"Mr. Ohmer stated that the road in West Petersburg will be built next 
year at an expense of $90,000 and the length of the road will be 
approximately 3 miles."

Three miles gets you from end to end of the current coastal 
portion of Kupreanof's trails (exclusive of upland loops), which 
'ride' the old roadbed. This doesn't guarantee construction began 
on schedule in the following year—1931—but other clues fall 
pretty close to that date. A Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) survey 
marker was placed in the roadbed in 1933 [photo 09, 0519 notes, 
below]. This is on the Sprague parcel at the junction with the 
Forest Service trail. The previous quote from Knudson's 1949 
USS survey describes it as "60 ft. wide, constructed & main-
tained by the BPR."
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1948 stereopair from the Navy's photogrammetry mission. Southeast Alaska's inch-
to-the-mile USGS topographic maps are still mostly based upon this photography. 
White arrows on left-side image show apparent end points of recently completed West 
Petersburg Highway. On Petersburg Creek, my arrow may not show full extent of the 
road (did it extend a little farther, beneath forest canopy?)

Scrutinizing this pair under a stereoscope, it appears that a closed-canopy (ie. 
mostly unthinned) forest tightly encloses the new road over most of its length. If 
portions of the forest were clearcut, that happened after 1948.
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Clockwise: Historical photos 
collected by Becky Regula after my 
return to Juneau. ● Air view NE over 
the Yukon Fur Farm, ND, from the 
Clausen Museum.  ●   MV Vesta off 
Kupreanof, ND   ● Titled "Fred & Iva 
Birch, West Petersburg", ND

So how about logging? It's not yet clear how much of 
the logging of Kupreanof's forest was stand-replacing 
clearcut, as opposed to tree-by-tree select cut. None 
of my old imagery, vertical or oblique (cover) indicates 
fresh clearcutting. That tended to await the advent of 
chainsaws in the 1940s. 

[PS, trip's end: Because forest ecology, post-logging 
succession, etc are a large part of the council's vision 
for trails interpretation, much of my explorations, tree 
coring, etc. with Dave were devoted to this question of 
when and how the Aansadaak'w forests were cut.]
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Kupreanof history
I thought I had the complete Southeast collection of 1980s community 
profiles by DOWL engineers and Calista Professional Services. But the 
Petersburg map and description doesn't extend north of the Narrows. At the 
Sprague's I learned that Kupreanof has its own foldout in the profiles series. 
Becky Regula gave me a copy to take home. The following history appears 
in several venues, and is paraphrased for brevity:

"Early residents homesteaded around the turn of the century, when it was 
known as West Petersburg. The first business in Kupreanof was a small 
sawmill started in 1911 by the Knudsen brothers, producing barrels the 
salted fish. The Yukon Fur Farm began raising foxes in the early 1920s but 
shortly shifted to mink—the first and at one point largest in Alaska. Popula-
tion in the 1920s exceeded 100, with commercial fishing, a small store, clam 
cannery, gaff hook factory, and several mink ranches. 

The 1930s and 40s saw a small ship repair facility, outboard motor shop, 
commercial logging, a clam cannery, and a barrel-maker. Although the Knud-
sen Mill and Yukon Fur Farm continued into the 1960s, economics became 
more difficult. Population fell from 60 in 1950 to 26 in 1960. The population 
has since [mid-80s] remained stable. Kupreanof was named after the island 
when incorporated as a second-class city in 1975, governed by an elected 
mayor and 6-member city council. Among the incorporators were former 
Petersburg Grade School Principal Harold Bergmann.

Subsistence supplements household incomes; deer, salmon, halibut, 
shrimp and crab. The City has no full-time staff, few services, and no public 
utilities. Kupreanof residents share an unusually well-defined lifestyle and 
community. It is a community where residents live in a rural low density 
setting, pay minimal taxes, receive few urban services, have minimal impact 
on their environment, and limited entrance from the outside world. Residents 
want to protect their environment from any changes which might infringe on 
existing lifestyles.

A comprehensive policy plan was adopted in 1984. Promoting self-
sufficiency, it prohibits firearms discharge except by residents on their own 
property.1

Kupreanof encompasses 4.0 square miles of land and 2.1 of water. The 
City owns 180 acres: the State 1,660 acres, and 205 acres are private, scat-
tered in waterfront lots at several-hundred-yard intervals, averaging 4.4 acres 
each.

Summer temperatures range 40 to 56 °F; winter temps from 27 to 43 °F. 
Precipitation averages 105 inches per year, with 93 inches of snow"

1  This essentially makes Kupreanof a no-hunting zone. Deer, black bear and geese are exceptionally 
relaxed and observable on the tide flats and uplift meadows. I learned recently that trapping is also 
prohibited.

Council Members:
Mayor: Tom Reinarts

Dave Beebe
Richard Sprague
Butch Anderson
Becky Regula

Sharon Sprague

City of Kupreanof
PO Box 50

Petersburg AK 99833

907-340-2400

City limits, from the city's website
http://www.cityofkupreanof.org/home
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Part 2: journal
20170518 JNO>PET
Matanuska, Juneau, 6 am. I definitely have the best 
seat on the ferry. The Mat was not built with computer-
commuters in mind. Which is to be expected since 
personal computers—let alone laptops—weren't even 
dreamed of when this vessel first slid into the water in 
1963. Even power outlets are few and far between; who 
needed em half a century ago? And where they do exist, 
you'd have to hold your laptop on your actual lap in order 
to type. Not easy for me, with my workhorse Elitebook 
and dangling external drives.

01  Computer station  No, the only places you can 
work at a table are the cafeteria (4 outlets) and at one of 
2 large 4-seater tables at the rear of the forward lounge. 
One of those tables is a couple feet too far from the outlet 
behind the propaganda desk1 for my HP power cord. The 

1  When I arrived on the Tongass in the 1970s, we were still deep in the 
breakneck gutting of large-tree spruce forests on karst and valley bottoms, at 
the rate of ~half-billion bf/yr. To calm tourists' shock at the sprawling clearcuts, 
USFS partnered with the Alaska Marine Highway. They installed "naturalist 
stations" in the forward lounges of the ferries, and hired youngsters in green 
uniforms to explain to travelers what a great thing it was to convert decadent, 
overmature old growth to thrifty, fast-growing second growth. The power 
outlet I'm using today was originally installed for the naturalists' microphone. 
You couldn't escape their periodic lectures if you wanted to sit in the forward 
lounge.

Even as a naive newcomer, I found the smiley timber-boosting presentations 
pretty lame. They'd also tell us about charismatic megafauna, mining history, 
etc, but the real purpose of the naturalist program was propaganda. 

By the late 1990s the ferry interpretive program had become more holistic 
and less timber-slanted. It was led for a decade or so (?) by Jim Case, who 
convened his team in Juneau each spring and hired me to do staff trainings. 

other, if I balance the inverter box atop stacked toy boxes, just reaches. So I'm feeling pretty smug 
about boarding ahead of probably 75% of the Juneau passengers, and scoring this seat. Nowhere 
else on the Mat except the captain's cockpit do you have a nearly 180o sweep of the sea and shores 
ahead—in this case, Stephens Passage. The only downside, hopefully ephemeral, is proximity to 
the walled-in toddler play area, which right now is emitting unmeditative decibel levels.

Some gear notes. I think I'm pretty well equipped for rapid-assessment outings once I hit the 
ground at Aansadaak'w. Decided not to bring the crittercams, partly cause the crosscountry trip 
taught me that on-the-fly overnight sets rarely produced anything.2 Also need to avoid techno-over-
load. Am packing the dronecase, which I was pleased to discover fits inside the Gregory pack, thus 
hopefully flying under most radar. Sewed a Bad Elf pocket to the inside of a billcap that Emilio 
made me. It's got an unusually bulbous forehead area, which doesn't fit me so well, but's perfect for 

I'm not sure what became of the program. Can't recall seeing a green uniform on the Marine Highway for quite some time, and the 
naturalist compounds seem to have been relegated to book exchange ("take a book, leave a book") and storage for games and jigsaw 
puzzles.

2  PS, trip's end. I could probably have set cameras at Sprague's and caught deer, mustelids, etc. 

01
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02

accepting a small interior load. Cathy says I look really goofey in this cap, but it can't be any 
sillier-looking than the last one I sewed (lost somewhere along the crosscountry drive) with the 
nerd-pocket visible on top. 

I'm travelling with both lumix cameras—the little ZS40 that broke on the Hobbit Hole trip, 
and the larger FZ70 ultrazoom that I bought for the crosscountry trip. The pocket camera's 30x 
would be fine for grabbing the occasional critter shot on my Aansadaak'w surveys, and be less 
cumbersome than the shoulder-slung 60x. Just used the little one for this pano . . . 

02  Goldbelt cut  I remember when this was just a shocking raw mudfield. Looks like 
alders are plushing out nicely on the skid roads. Zoomed in, though, I was unimpressed with 
some of the digital artifacts. Decided to do a side-by-side . . .

03  Comparison  These mid-range telephoto shots of the back-Douglas beach are both 
super-cropped down to the rootwad (insets). Not much difference really. Guess I may use the 
little camera in its nifty belt-pouch.3

3 PS, trip's end: On the 19th I shot wildlife with the pocket lumix and habitats with iPhone. Unfortunately, the SD card had nothing 03
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04

04  Taku bird cliffs  I need to look up the name of 
these cliffs when I get back to Juneau. Elizabeth Nyman's 
book talks about young men of T'aakú Kwáan scrambling 
up to gather gull eggs.4 

Okay, now we're off the entry to Snettisham and I 
missed a shot at a solitary male orca. Only came up twice 
briefly—harder to catch than the less stealthy fisheaters. 
Several miles back, got a too-late photo of the tip of a 
humpback tail. Fellow passenger says he's seen as many 
as 50 humpbacks off Fanshaw, so maybe I'll have better 
luck there. (PS: no more whales. Maybe that happens later 
in the summer?)

09  Haulout  About a hundred sea lions are on this 
reef just north of the entry to Endicott Arm. It's marked on 
my map in Nature of SE AK, 3rd ed, page 133. I actually 
scanned it thinking this was Sunset Island, but that's still 
about 40 miles south, just past Windham Bay.

The Mat pulled into Petersburg around 6 PM. Tied up, 
the elevated deck gave me a nice perspective across Gánti 
Yaakw Séedi, streamboat pass (the Narrows).

Photos 10 & 12 are on next page:
10  Cedar dieback  Telephoto across to peatlands 

and scrub forest on the west side of the Narrows. Nothing 
visible from here in the inner project area but I bet I'll find 

readable on it at download time. Back in the camera, it likewise showed 
nothing. I guess I accidently pushed a reformat command, because I'm almost 
certain I reviewed shots on the camera that were there at least for a time. With 
trepidation, after the rains, I continued using this camera, and it worked okay 
from then on.  

4  PS, trip's end: Was'as'éi, giant's name (Dorothy Peak 4524) 

09
some small patches that didn't meet the size threshold for inclusion in Paul's layer [PS, trip's end: 
Yup, and it's not where the decline map does show it.]  

12  Aansadaak'w pano  Also from deck of the Mat. Petersburg Creek estuary on left—
Sprague's place on Sasby Island on right. Petersburg mountain in the clouds.

I struck up a conversation with a fellow passenger who turned out to be Chuck Mobley, the 
archeologist. He's headed down to POW (Kasaan area, was it?) to look at an ancient cultural site 
documented by Baichtal and Carlson. Jim and Risa have a 2014 paper summarizing their predictive 
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12

10

model that I didn't know about. Chuck gave me the pdf for my library (Carlson 
& Baichtal, 2014) 

We talked for an hour. Among other things, tossed around the dynamics that 
may have led to frequent village movement. Chuck thinks bark was also deple-
teable. I mentioned our hopes of retracing Albatross and wanting to work with 
somebody good at lake coring. He recommends Justin Hayes, here in Juneau, 
who trained with somebody named Nancy ____ at Fairbanks. 

Chuck says I should read Edward Tufte who thinks about visual communica-
tions, intuitive cartography, etc.  

Relative to the Aansadaak'w investigations, Chuck reminded me that Jane 
Smith at PRD has done work with ancient rock fish traps and staked weirs. 
Probably not along the Kupreanof City shoreline, but definitely on USFS land 
up Petersburg Creek. 

Dave Beebe met me at the dock and skiffed me out to Sasby Island where I'll 
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The Sprague's son Tony 
has had a DJI Mavic for 

just a couple months and 
is already doing stuff I 

haven't tried. Dick gave 
me a folder of stills and 

movs, so I never bothered 
to fly Sasby Island.
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be staying with the Spragues for the next 4 days. He 
hung out for a planning and info-exchange session with 
my hosts. Here's some notes I made:

Best Kupreanof historian, Don Nelson, 772-3548. 
Also Larry Roberts, former resident.

Rick Braun, local surveyor, for info on land rise. Dick 
says it may have come up ~6 inches in the recent quake 
centered out at Craig.

Jackie O'Donnell, (long-term care), Dennis Sperle, 
Jill Williams, Emmaus Center. Emily Merriam, mink 
pens. Kim Hastings still has a place here. Bobby Thor-
stensen of Southeast Seiners. Doug Leen at the Harry 
Merriam place. (Harry was never found.) Arnold Enge's 
Robert G. Johnston, hung up on the Kupreanof dock; 
Dave & Joe Sebastian pulled it off. Joe and Joan are 
here now (PS I later met them, & also Forrest; all but 
Elsa).5 Michael Truex built the shelter for the greeting 
board. State is abandoning the dock. Intertie to Kake. 
Kaketribal.com seeking multinational partnership. 
Biomass; electrical generation into the grid.

Petersburg mayor just suddenly quit. Was booster for 
roads-to-resources. (PS, on return, Cathy told me her 
friend Cindy LaGoudakis became acting mayor.)

Contacts:
Dave Beebe 340-6888 (cell).
Sharon Sprague 650-7009 (cell).
Becky Regula 

5  PS: At summer's end I joined Elsa to assist with her Last Stands project, 
bringing attention to threats to public land on Tàan (POW) and other 
southern islands.  
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SSE from Petersburg 
Mountain to the airport on 
northern Mitkof Island.
Inner project area in
foreground; Sasby
Island, middle
left. 
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20170519   Loop trails with Dave
Dave picked me up at 8:30 for a full day of forest sampling and flying. We walked the 
Kupreanof Loop Trail clockwise in the morning, launching over Goshawk Bog and 
Goose Flats. Mid-day, we skiffed up Petersburg Creek and launched a third flight from 
the sandbar. In the late afternoon we hiked Petersburg Creek Trail through Wolf Bog.1 
With closure of the segment between Bergmann's and Kupreanof Loop, one can no 
longer complete this trail as a counter-clockwise loop. But rather than turn back the 

1  PS 2018: I chose names for prominent habitats along these trails, to facilitate communication on maps, brochures, 
videos, etc. The Council later reviewed them, and Becky wrote that they voted to approve their use. 

Yellow line is Bad 
Elf track. Dots are 

photopoints linked in 
Robogeo. Placenames 
explained in footnote 1.
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04
way we came, we walked south along the Creek Trail, dropping 
out onto the tide flats to avoid the closed section. Since this infor-
mal route is on public land if walked below Mean High Tide, it's 
a legal alternative—where landowners are accustomed to seeing 
local hikers. Guided groups are unlikely to adopt this loop, but 
Petersburgians and private parties may want to be aware of it.2

04  West Petersburg Highway  This stand, just west of the 
city dock, shows well in the Shorezone photo on page 8.  Mostly 
spruce, unusually vigorous in this stretch, with interwhorls to >18 
inches in the nearest one. My low-res 1948 stereopair shows no 
tall trees here, suggesting the site was already logged.

06  Former gardens  Now the Sprague parcel. Dave 
remembers gardens here. Turf too dense for conifer seed to reach 

2  PS, trip's end: informal beach route now shown as dashed line on trails layer. 

06

mineral soil. A perennial stream (goon héen) comes down through the adjacent Reinarts 
Family Trust parcel to the west. Likeliest site of Aansadaak'w, the old Taalkweidí winter 
village. If true, Euro settlers' gardens benefitted from centuries of tilling and fertilization 
by Tlingit horticulturalists. The Council might consider inviting Jane Smith to work here, 
pinning down the exact location of Aansadaak'w.

09  BPR marker  Bureau of Public Roads placed this at 32.5 feet above sea level in 

 Flora includes: RUSP, VAspp, LYAM, STRO, ATFE, DREX. 
Appendix >1 Plant codes lists species abbreviations. 

 VAspp, HELA, LYAM, 
STRO, unIDed ferns, EQAR
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1933. If placed during construction—not after delay of years—
gives firm date for the road. It fits the Nov 1930 announcement 
(page 21), and falls between 1929 pre-construction and 1948 
post-construction aerials. 

11  Cored hemlock  We cored 2 very old trees today, 
leaving young-tree questions for another day's work. First was 
a hemlock 35 inches in diameter—no lean so pith probably 
~17 inches in. We drilled at 4.5 feet. Only 82 feet high, 18 
inches thick at the busted top. Really tight rings prior to 1900. 
Got only 5.5 inches of sound wood, after which the borer spun 
freely in heart rot. That sample had 190 rings, grading from 
medium-slow to extremely slow. Assuming (conservatively) 
an average (35r/in), we missed 

another 12" to pith, or ~415 rings. Adding that to 190 gives ~600 rings. 
Adding another 50 for years-to-core-height gives estimated total age of 
650 years—if all assumptions are correct that's close to the oldest ever 
recorded. 

13  Scrub wetland  (Panorama, next page) Hemlock-cedar woodland 
with peaty soils encloses most of the upper loop trail, with taller, more 
closed forest on sections where terrain dips to streams, providing better 
drainage. I presume this forested wetland (PFO on NWI map, page 7), is 
on glaciomarine fines, deposited when sea level was >150 feet higher. (PS, 
0520: An exposure of these sediments is in photo #34.)   

09

Right: "Trees >300 yrs 
virtually cease height 

growth. Max ages typically 
>400 but <500 years. Max 

recorded, >700 yrs, on 
Haida Gwaii."  Paraphrased 
from https://www.na.fs.fed.us/spfo/

pubs/silvics_manual/Volume_1/
tsuga/heterophylla.htm

Below: Core from trailside 
hemlock. Bark on left. 

Rings marked by decade. 11
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 TSHE, TSME, CANO, VAspp, 
LYAM, MADI, Cornus sp.

23.1
23.1  Cored cedar  Our second cored tree is the most striking on the Kupreanof Loop Trail—a strongly 

leaning yellow-cedar rooted halfway up the wall of a v-notched gorge. On the upside is a blanket of mosses 
supporting a licorice-fern garden. The cedar is a canopy dominant, 112 feet tall and 35 inches in diameter, 
measured not horizontally but on the dipping slope of our borer insertion. We got a 13-inch sample that took us 
back ~ 400 years to pith at 1610 AD. I was surprised at the uncedarly expeditious growth during the last half 
century. Prior to that it was more typically slow, but with another spurt between 1890 and 1905. Averaging out 
that variability gives 30 rings/inch. Since it's leaning, I'll estimate pith at only 15 inches in from the uphill side. 
So, 2 inches missed, maybe adds 60 years, and another several decades to reach core height. Roughly 500 years 
old—younger than I'd have guessed for a yellow-cedar of this size. Chalk it up to a well drained site, with some 
hyporheic nutrient delivery to roots reaching down into the stream gully?

 CANO, VAspp, 
OPHO, MADI, POGL 
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A boardwalk crosses the loop's most prominent bog, 4.7 acres, 915 feet 
long. It drops 120 feet to the roadbed, as measured from 10-foot contours, 
generated from the IfSAR elevation model. That's a slope of 13%, increasing 

toward the top. Pond density is exceptionally high downslope from the trail, 
in some places with more open water than 'land.'

We turned off-trail to find a flying-&-lunch spot at the top of the bog. While 
laying out my tools, a subadult goshawk flapped over and perched only 40 

Screen-capture 
from the video.
Cruising SE along 
northern side of 
Goshawk Bog. Low 
angle shows small 
size of encom-
passing forested 
wetlands. Embed-
ded video clips are 
in the movie on 
page 50
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yards 
away. We both 
grabbed our camer-
as but it launched before 
either of us could shoot.

On my maps, I've called this 
"Goshawk Bog." Becky later presented 
this and other provision placenames to the 

Stitched in Microsoft ICE from an overpass at about 
300 feet. Game trails concentrate along the lower 
(southwest) margin. Bluegreen trees on right with 

'starry' radiating branches are spruce second growth. 
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Council, who approved their use on maps. The reason 
for naming landmarks along the trail is to more precisely 
anchor our interpretive descriptions (and in my opionion, 
to fix in readers' minds that these are homes, for iconic 
Southeast critters).

Clips and still-captures from the bog flight are embed-
ded in this journal and incorporated into other interpretive 
products including posted vimeos. Movies bump pdf file-
size into the multi-gigabyte range, making it hard to share 
by email. I'll also save a smaller version without embedded 
video, called kupreanof-no-vid.pdf, for easier attachment or 
download from the cityofkupreanof website. 

The eagle-nest shapefile from USFWS shows a nest 
along the SW margin of Goshawk Bog, 50 yards seaward 
from where the boardwalk enters. We noticed it on the map 
before launching our flight and it made me a little uneasy. 
Although flying eagles have so far never shown interest 
in my UAV, I'd be surprised if parents with eggs or nest-
lings didn't act territorial. It's a good idea to have another 
observer looking out for this, because in first-person-view 
you can only see ahead, not the direction a bird would 
likely attack from. As it turned out, no eagles appeared 
during my flight, and I suspect the nest is either unoccu-
pied this year, or gone entirely. But it's worth going back 
for a more serious search.

This nest was first recorded 19960912 by MJJ (Mike 
Jacobsen) and resurveyed twice, in 2005 and 2009. Mike's 
original record was 20 years ago, probably pre-GPS. I 
suspect the actual location was well back into the forest 

USFWS survey and resurvey data for nest 63. 
Their marked location (pre-GPS?) was almost 
certainly too far out into the bog. Yellow line is 

our track. Further scanning from out in the bog is 
warranted. Explanation of table is in Appendix 3.
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14 25

from this pink dot. I scanned this area on 
my returning flight in the video but saw 
nothing obvious, either where shown or 
among the taller spruces on the southwest 
side of the bog. That outlying pine under 
the dot is only about 20 feet tall, and the 
tree recorded in the database is a "normal 
bushy top" spruce. 3

14  Caltha biflora  Confusable with 
deer cabbage when not in bloom. Another 
important deer food according to Dave 
Klein's old work on Zarembo. I should 
have photographed one of the more diag-
nostic ones with paired flowers.We don't 
have this in Juneau. I only find it on the 
central and southern Tongass.  

25  Bench  Shows on the aerial video. 
More work by Michael Truex. 

While sitting in the bog, Dave got a call 
from Jane Smith, archeologist at PRD, 
checking in about an upcoming fossil 
hunt. I'd been wanting to talk to her since 
my conversation with Chuck Mobley 
on the ferry coming down. As expected, 

3  PS, trip's end: On reflection, it seems like eagles 
are one of the most reliable and—from an outsider's 
perspective—most charismatic of the Kupreanof trails 
fauna. I put together a 4-page appendix, drawing from 
the USFWS database. 

she's done no surveys along the Kupreanof shoreline because it's off the National Forest. USFS archeologists can 
only survey private lands by invitation (something the Council should consider!) So Jane has no information on 
Aansadaak'w. But she's documented fish traps well up Petersburg Creek. Didn't have her data at hand during our 
call but estimated ~1K to 1.3K years old. A well-known artifact reported from Christmas Tree Island may not have 
been en situ as claimed by some, but brought there in post-contact times. Stone tools were found on the Merriam 
property across the creek, and on the Shakey Frank fur farm.

Other random notes from Dave: Recalls no toads recently in project area (should ask other council members, 
especially those who walk at dusk or by flashlight at night). Skunk cabbages seem atypically limp for this time of 
year—leaves tipping outward as in late summer. It was a hard winter in Pburg, and sprouts were delayed. 

More notes on my rite-in-rain may have come later, from the Spragues (?) Bobby Dolan was a former Kupreanof 
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mayor. Bob and Dixie Baade (a SEACC founder) lived here (present 
community house?) Bill Stedman's a source for local history. And 
Richard Sprague says that at a certain point after snowstorms, yellow-
cedars stand out from other conifers because they shed the snow—a 
good time to fly for mapping Is this also apparent in vertical view?

26  Goose Flats  Out on the edge of the marsh I took this panora-
ma. Spragues on tip of Sasby Island, Pburg beyond. High marsh 
grasses in foreground. We stopped here for a quick flight over what 
I've labeled Goose Flats.

 Studying my video, and this pair of screen-captures, I'd conclude 
that the high-marsh grass belt considerably exceeds the low-marsh 
Lyngbye sedge belt in acreage. Understanding and mapping this break 
is in my opinion the biggest gap in Southeast salt marsh ecology. 

I'm really impressed with the importance and regional uniqueness 

26
Returning to launch, 

this angle accentuates 
the band of darker, 

taller young growth—
majority spruce here. 

Compare with following photo #60 of sedge low marsh. Superfi-
cially similar, but the sedges don't retain overwintering thatch. 

DOPU, RAsp, 
PLMA2, CACA 
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Northeast up Goose Flats

of Goose Flats. On the 20050805 unrectified USFS aerial—acquired at low tide 
like my quadcopter video—I measure exposed flats at about 200 acres. There's 

nothing approaching that on northernmost Mitkof, or even Kupreanof Island 
until you get way up Petersburg Creek. Complementing the importance 

of estuaries to migratory waterbirds and terrestrial grazers is the 
Council's admirable decision to prohibit hunting and even firearms 
discharge within City limits. This puts Goose Flats in the rare 
company of places like Glacier Bay National Park—essentially 
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the only sheltered shores in Southeast where we can observe the pre-Euro relationship of deer, bear, moose, and their 
predators to estuaries. Elsewhere, humanity has elbowed them out of these foraging places. Unhunted estuaries are also 
awesome places for photography—definitely something for Kupreanof to be proud of and to point out to visitors and 
Lindblad guides. On every visit to Goose Flats I saw deer and/or bear. That would be unimaginable around Juneau.

On the August 2005 aerials, color bands probably correspond to grass, sedge and algal zones. But I'm not confident 
enough to map them, as we've done for Mendenhall Wetlands. Best time to fly for grass-sedge contrast mapping (unfor-
tunately) is in October when sedges turn pinkish brown and lay over, while grasses remain pale green and standing. 

27  Trap log?  I'm no authority on these old beach logs. No doubt Jim Mackovjak could figure out what purpose it 
served. Some of the photos in his 2013 book Alaska Salmon Traps show notches like these on active traps. 

28  Cabin  My iPhone panorama makes this curvier and more appealing than it really is. For sale? Just my size! 4

29  Tipup  Compare size of runty regrowth, right distance, to the line-up in photo 31. I first assumed the revealed 
gravel was original beach material, but Dave told me it was imported fill for the roadbed. Either way, nice exposure.  

30  Mega-ash  One of the most complexly branched mountain ashes I've seen, even in comparison to the largest 
Juneau old-timers. Grows next to the Community Hall. Invasive of course. Some advocate removal of such trees, espe-
cially in remote locations, as they constitute nodes for further fruit dispersal. Personally, I can't get too upset about em.

31  Line-up  First impression is of a nurselog cohort, but no evidence of a vanished log, and they're so young it 
would certainly still be evident. Apparently they just like this edge of the roadbed. I've labeled them on Shorezone. 
oblique 4722, page 8.
4  Triangular parcel kitty-corner between USFS & Episcopal Diocese, one of the only properties labeled "?" in the online database Becky linked me to, page 16. 

27 28 29

30

31
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The  quickest way to position for a 
flight up Petersburg Creek was by 
boat, so Dave skiffed us to a long 

sandbar. I flew several hundred yards 
in forward-facing oblique, then 

returned with gimbal straight down 
for a pano-stitch.
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SSE over launch site, 
Dave's skiff on sandbar in 

center. Darker, 'bushier' 
spruce are mostly second 
growth. Returning to the 

dock, we finished the day 
by walking a counterclock-

wise loop out the Forest 
Service trail, then back, 
southward, along West 

Petersburg Highway, within 
the darker  clearcut fringe 

shown here. We completed  
the loop out on the beach.  

Notes on forest 
studies in this 
area in journal 

for 0522.
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34  Pine bog  The USFS trail soon enters a 22-acre domed ameboid 
sphagnum bog with small, mostly same-sized pines. Unlike Goshawk Bog 
that slopes seaward at 13%, this one has minimal relief, except at east and 
west extremities where it dips downward toward the forest.1

1 During the Juneau wetland surveys, where we had unprecedentedly accurate LiDAR contours, 
I gradually overturned my false expectation that bogs should be lower than the encompassing 

35

34
35  Wolf Bog pano  Dave told me of a memorable wolf encounter here 

in winter. Says it's a regular through-route for them. Richard Sprague later 
said the same thing. A cedar platform is placed at the high point of the bog. 
I was looking for a place to fly, but higher priority than this open peatland 

forest. Usually, they're higher, appropriately called "dome bogs," with surprizingly small 'contributing 
areas.' 

PICO, CANO
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Still-capture from 
video flight through 
long-dead cedars

(already had nice video from Goshawk Bog) was a patch of 
yellow-cedar dieback, which we located on the edges of a 
smaller peatland to the west, on descent toward Petersburg 
Creek. In the pretrip scoping portion of this journal, (map, 
page 7), I included excerpts from the map of cedar dieback. 
Neither of the 2 patches indicated have appreciable dead 
cedar, but here was a typical—if small—example.

Yellow cedar in the warmer portions of SE Alaska has 
been dying for about a century, due to its unique vulnerability 
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40

to fine-root freezing. (Hennon et al, 2012). Richard Sprague says yellow-cedar tends to be 
found on south-facing slopes in the mid-scale project area. Within the greater project area, 
Paul Hennon's map of dieback shows no apparent relationship to aspect, but we saw prefer-
ence for southerly aspect near Hoonah, and John Caouette thought his data supported it.

I've recently tried to fly through forests, as opposed to over them—more risky, but gives 
a unique perspective. I'm only willing to do it in more open stands, but it worked well in the 
cedar dieback, both outbound and returning. Only this species preserves a slender top for 
more than a few decades after death, producing the characteristic stands of silver spires.

40  Second growth  Mostly pretty runty regrowth considering its advanced age. Just a 

TSHE, PISI, VAsp, 
LYAM, COCA, RUPE, 
MADI, ATFE, BLSP
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few spruces with decent interwhorls.
45  Waste pile  Maybe a sawdust pile 

from the old sawmill? 
50  Crusher?  Richard speculates this 

dates back to the clam cannery.
59  Joe & Joan's  We later bumped 

into almost the whole Sebastian family at 
the dock—minus only Elsa who's plan-
ning a big POW trek this summer. I hadn't 
realized they'd left Point Baker. Forrest 
is back from college. Hadn't seen Joe for 
probably 15 years.

59

45

50

impressively 
empty understory!

almost 
pure 

CALY in 
Fucus 
mulch
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60
60  Sedges  One of the more extensive patches of low-marsh Lyngbye 

sedge. In the background, I've circled 2 patches of high-marsh grasses in the 
upper few feet of the intertidal, distinguishable by the greater amount of last 
year's buff-colored residual thatch. The sedges, now ankle-high, look 'cleaned' 
by comparison. That's because they have less fiber content than grasses. By 
mid-summer they'll grow to waist high, then lay over and 'melt' away in fall. 
This stronger annual boom&bust cycle makes Lyngbye sedge the most gener-
ous of the salt marsh species for grazers, September seed eaters, winter root-
grubbers and estuarine rearing fishes.  

It was great to get so much accomplished on day 1. When Dave met me at 
the terminal yesterday he said a big storm was coming in, but rains held off 

long enough to fly in 4 locations today. Prediction's now for dry until mid-
day tomorrow, then a big dump. Unfortunately we're committed to a Council 
meeting in the morning. By the time I get into the field, it may be raining [PS: 
it held off!].

Dried my core samples, Named, processed and stitched iPhone photos, 
linked em to the track, and made a 2-minute annotated video from highlights 
of the 4 flights to show the council tomorrow. Big letdown was my pocket 
lumix. I'd been using it for wildlife and zoom-ins, as opposed to the 6s+ for 
landscapes and panos. Must've pressed some combination of buttons taking it 
in and out of the belt pouch that cleared or reformatted the SD card, because 
when I inserted it into the laptop there was nothing in the DCIM folder. Oops! 

Compare with preceding pano photo #26 of grass high-marsh. On most of the Aansadaak'w shoreline and margins of Goose 
Flats, the grass zone is wider. These pockets where sedge predominates should be foraging hotspots, especially in spring.
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Highlights from first day's flying: 4 launches over Goshawk Bog, Goose Flats, cedar dieback, and Peterson Creek. Weather 
prevented further flights until my last day, 0523. Runs 2 minutes 22 seconds 

Here's the result of some 
quick video-editting in 
PowerDirector. In the multi-
media version of this journal, 
videos are distinguished from 
regular imagery, maps etc. 
by enclosure within a pink 
box. (Sidebars are enclosed 
in green)

Ultimately, the videos 
we offer to visitors' phones 
on-line will probably be 
different, including voice 
narration and organized by 
theme rather than chronologi-
cal order-of-aquisition as I 
did here. They could either be 
linked to my vimeo site from 
http://www.cityofkupreanof.org/, 
or, preferably, hosted directly 
on that site. 

richa
Sticky Note
embedded video removed to reduce file size
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20170520   Council mtg, Cemetery hike
The Spragues are both on the City Council, so I skiffed over to the Community House with them at 9 
AM. Becky had prepared breakfast for everybody. We discussed message (natural & human history), 
geographic scope, format of deliverables, and audience (tourists, residents).

I clarified the deliverables under phase-1—that is, what I'm prepared to offer for 5K as opposed to my 
original bid of 10K. In absence of a contract, and recognising the probability of evolving tweaks to 'the 
plan,' here's my current take on deliverables under phase-1:

●  A downloadable pdf, for field use on iPhone and Android devices. Subject is natural and cultural 
history of the 'inner project area' as defined at the beginning of this document. This is not an 'app,' as 
described below, but a more basic, less interactive package. 1

●  Same, formatted for 4-fold brochure, printable double-sided. Aimed at the minority of trail users 
who aren't digitally enabled.  (PS: concluded this format works fine for the digital version above.)

●  After the meeting, in conversation with Sharon Sprague, I realized I should also create a greeting 
sign, probably laminated. Best location is on the center panel of the trailhead kiosk, which measures 35 
by 45 inches. Dave and I later examined it, concluding we could appropriate half of that space: vertical 
format, ~20x32 inches. It should include a map, a greeting from the Council, and a link to on-the-spot 
downloads from cityofkupreanof.org (PS: and the city's vimeo site that James and Becky later set up.) 2 

●  Narrated slideshows on natural and cultural history, posted to City of Kupreanof vimeo. Two 
versions: one very short (~1 minute?) for someone standing at the trailhead, impatient to start hiking, and 
another (~20 minutes?) for someone kicking back at home or on the cruiseship. High-res .exe versions 
for Lindblad to play on ships on approach to the guided field trip.

●  I didn't think to explain it in the meeting, but consider this journal a 'deliverable' as well. The jour-
nal is my 'raw material' to draw on for more finished' interpretive products. For naturalists with longer 
attention spans, the journal offers the most complete picture of Aansadaak'w.

I consider myself responsible only for delivery of printer-ready pdfs, not for printing costs of 
brochures or poster. Another future product I don't want to promise in phase-1, but that could be 
provided under a possible phase-2, is a more interactive and expandable app. For that, lacking technical 
1  PS, 20180222: It does, however, link to online vimeos, websites, etc. 

2  James Alborough, up in Haines, maintains the City's website.  james@bearstar.net  (907) 766-2082 

experience, I'd have to partner with a developer, and 
the creation would involve back-&-forth collabo-
ration that takes more time than I can devote to 
phase-1. 

We agreed that my time on this visit is best spent 
in the field, as opposed to tracking down historical 
resources in Petersburg—much as I'd enjoy that. We 
identified 2 needs that council members could help 
address. One is rounding up a few historical photos 
that none of us have apparently so far come across: 
early canneries, sawmill, barrel works, gardens, 
fur farms, or family residences. These would really 
spice up an interpretive pdf or brochure. [PS: Becky 
came through!]

A second need is for a better map of ownerships. 
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Several times on my walks I've 
encountered Forest Service 
boundary signs in places where 
my maps show nearest USFS 
land far up on the mountain-
side. [PS: Becky linked me to 
petersburgak.maps from which 
I've created a pretty up-to-date 
parcels map. See page 16.]

 Kim Hastings and Barth 
Hamburg (what a team!) did 

a scoping for a proposed Sherman Lake Trail. Becky will try to find me a 
copy.

Juneau, post-trip, 20170528   The journal's only half finished, but I'll 
export these 2 pages on the council meeting to pdf now and pass it along 
for review.

Juneau, 20180222   I ultimately decided against pdfs with embedded 
video as downloadable interpretive products, simply because of size. This 
porky page, including 16 seconds of video, bumps file size from 2 to 32 
megs. A better solution, considering the good connectivity throughout the 

inner project area, is a tappable link from the pdf to online video hosted on 
cityofkupreanof.org  or City of Kupreanof vimeo.

After our discussion, the Council had unrelated business for a couple more 
hours, so I headed out on my own. The predicted rain held off, obligingly. 
Becky encouraged me to visit the cemetery just across the large creek enter-
ing Goose Flats north of Sasby Island. Tide was dropping to a low at 3:30, so 
by 1 pm I'd be able to cross Goose Flats at the tidal divide, and walk home to 
Spragues without a boat pickup. 

After a fun but technologically frustrating porcupine encounter right

Sharon pointed out this nettle in 
front of Community Hall. Distribu-
tion is spotty at Kupreanof. Nettle 
often points to former Tlingit villages 
and camps (though it can occur 
elsewhere). It was planted, weeded 
and fertilized, a key potherb and 
fiber plant (Carstensen, 2015). Have 
remnant patches 'migrated' from 
Aansadaak'w gardens?.

05L

L = Lumix photo. All 
others today with 6s+

Porky vid, 16 Seconds. At least my little pocket Lumix saved its jpgs and mts movies to the DCIM folder 
this time; yesterday they mysteriously disappeared! But I was apparently shooting in manual focus—
somehow accidentally turning off autofocus. What would have been my best porky shots ever came 
out soft. Two lengthy movies were taken only 7 or 8 feet away. When it finished with the salmonberry it 
walked rapidly straight for my legs. Only when I backed up did it freeze, then flee.

richa
Sticky Note
embedded video removed to reduce file size
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I didn't have the Bad Elf 
as I left the meeting, so 

collected no track. These 
are low-res photopoints 
from the iPhone (yellow) 
and Lumix (green) EXIF 
data, both of which have 
internal GPS. I translated 

directly to shapefile in 
robogeo, without linking 

to a higher-res gps.

2009 outside the lodge, I headed northeast on old West Petersburg Highway. I 
hadn't packed many field tools, figuring this was an indoor trip, and that 
we'd return to Sprague's before venturing out. No drone, no Bad Elf, no 
increment borer. 

02  Cable  Although evidence of logging abounds along the coastal trail, 
many non-Alaskans have never seen old growth, and will notice nothing 
unusual about the even-aged conifer second-growth bracketting the old 
roadbed. Yarding cables like this can evoke head-scratching, long after cut 
stumps and melting slash become muted by moss and rot. 

Lacking my borer, one approach to the question of 
when the road and logging began involved stumps of 
spruces that colonized the fresh roadbed margins, and 
have recently fallen or been cut and bucked.    

05  Ringcount  (next page) This cut was ~10 
feet above ground, from a spruce rooted where 
the roadbed drops to the upside ditch. The 
47 rings in 9 inches give ~5r/in, consistent 
with interwhorl spans of 12- to 18 inches. 
Let's add 10+ years to grow to section 
height, or 60 years. Branch condition 
suggests it was felled ~10 years 
ago, taking germination back 
to about 70 years, ie 1945. Of 
course we don't know the lag 
time between road construc-
tion and germination, but 
this fits what we know from 
photo-clues; The road was 
not present in 1929 but was 
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03
by 1948. These are pretty loosey-goosey estimates, involving minimums. For more accurate 
guesses, I'll need to core surviving trees, passed over by loggers, looking for release (increased 
growth after canopy opening). 

As noted in pre-trip scoping, sidebar West Petersburg Highway, clearcut logging was rare on 
the Tongass before introduction of chainsaws in the 1940s. Primitive 2-person Titans and other 
early models were scarcely more efficient than manual crosscut saws. Until the 1950s, it was 
so much work to cut down a tree that it seems unlikely they'd have left so many big logs on the 
ground. We'll see if coring for release rings in the next few days supports that supposition.

04  Doghair  Compared to previous pano 03, regrowth here is scrubby. But nowhere 05

Copious waste typifies the roadside clearcut. One clue to date of logging is decay condi-
tion. This slash is a mix of decay class III and IV. Class III logs are bark-sluffed but still  
self-supporting over a span. Class IV have settled completely to ground. (Class V can 

be easily kicked-in with foot; not many of the larger logs have reached this stage.)

TSHE, PISI, VAsp, 
LYAM, COCA, 
RUPE, STRO, 

DREX. Table listing 
these codes follows 

in the Appendix. 
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except in a few small patches on alluvium has post-logging succession 
produced marketable trees. In this entire scene, the only two trees of interest 
for, say, cabin logs, grow not on the upland slope but right on the old roadbed. 
I've labelled them 1 and 2. 

07  Auto-artifact  If anyone knows the vintage of this old car, it might 
help us place a date on the brief period when West Petersburg Road actually 
carried vehicles. 

08  Pine bog  From the trail you can see up through a narrow band of 
second-growth to the foot of Goshawk Bog, described in yesterday's notes. 

Much more gramminoid thatch here than 
up at boardwalk elevation. In another 
month this will look much lusher, almost 
fenny. Bog pines in middle distance 
(as in Wolf Bog—yesterdays panos 34 
and 35) are all about the same size, suggesting a cohort that established after 
some disturbance. I don't have much evidence for bog fires in pre-contact 
or early post-contact times, but have to wonder when I see these apparently 
even-aged pine 'woodlands.' Did the Tlingit—like other people throughout the 

04

07

TSHE, PISI, VAsp, 
LYAM, , RUPE, 

MADI, STRO, DREX
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Americas—torch certain habitats to improve berry production and 
game-supporting habitats?

19  Landslide-choked  Most of original culverts on West 
Petersburg Highway are rusted and collapsing. I learned later from 
Dave that this one was replaced by Reid Brothers, initially at a 
proper grade, during fairly recent regravelling. Unfortunately a 
landslide upstream shortly sent a major slug of slatey debris out 
onto the flats, plugging the culvert almost to the top. It killed the 
young spruces in center, but not the (even older?) skunk cabbages 
on fan margins, that have pushed up from long-established roots 
through the sediment.

20  Slatey  In Juneau (like Petersburg, in the Gravina belt 
as noted in previous Geology section), our tallest trees grow 

08

19
downslope from this parent material, which is lime-rich and apparently offers optimum 
rooting for giant spruce. In the inner project area, I'd expect largest conifers on the lower 
slopes of Petersburg mountain, where fresh disturbance brings this material to a surface 

PISI, ALSI, 
OPHO, VAsp, 
RIBR, LYAM, 

COCA, RUPE, 
MADI, STRO, 

Caltha sp, 
DREX, EQAR 

almost 
pure PICO, 

unIDed 
graminoid 

thatch
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otherwise blanketed with soggy glacioma-
rine fines, or, upslope, fed only by unpro-
ductive granitics.  

25  Ringcount  Same story as photo 
05: 52r on tree cut from roadbed ~10 yrs 
ago, 20 ft (=20 yrs?) above ground. That 
gives ~80 yrs ago, or ~1940 as a mini-
mum age for road construction.

27  Old growth  Second growth on 
left above road, and in right background, 
but a few much older trees in center, for 
some reason bypassed by the loggers 
and road builders. That middle, pistol-
butt spruce was probably very small 70 
years ago, and the bracketting hemlocks 
had little value. Photopoint shows on 20

25

27

preceding 2009 aerial, just south of a bulge of more productive alluvium that 
pushes out into Goose Flats.

33  Cemetery Creek  Another 'placeholder name I've assigned for purposes 
of mapping and communication. If there's a pre-existing name or more intuitive/
appropriate choice, I'm happy to rename. ADF&G's Anadromous Waters Catalog 
shows no spawning or even rearing salmonids in this stream. Surely there must 
be cohos and dollies, and at least a pink run? Judging from the IfSAR elevation 

TSHE, PISI, OPHO, VAsp, 
LYAM, MADI, STRO, ATFE 
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model I'd estimate watershed size of about 270 acres, with no likely barriers until 
slope inflection above the bogs. A delightful mid-sized sized (third order?) stream.

34  Marine fines  Fresh slump on the west-side bank reveals sorted fines. I'm not 
sure what elevation, but probably above maximum reach of Little Ice Age tides. That 
would make these ocean-deposited silts a minimum of 10,000 years old. It's one of the 
few places to get a good look at the marine substrate underlying Wolf and Goshawk 
Bogs, as well as the vast peatland complex behind Petersburg.  

35  Moose tracks  Notebook is 5x8 inches. At first I thought the small tracks 
might be a fresh spring calf, but on closer study decided it wasn't following mom 
closely enough. Probably a deer. How often are moose seen grazing in Goose Flats? 
That'd be a memorable encounter for a tour group. Shooting closures within the City 

33

34

PISI, ALSI, 
MAFU, OPHO, 
VAsp, LYAM, 
MADI, RAsp, 
DOPU, CALY, 
LEMU, POAN 
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limits should make this somewhat of a wolf&hunter-refuge for moose. If the 
pattern hasn't developed yet, I'd expect it to.

36  Cemetery pano  From bank top, as you climb out of the deeply 
incised channel of Cemetery Creek. One gravestone shows in center, and the 
big spruce on left is literally—as Dave indelicately put it—growing out of the 
chest of Lucia Fidelia Smith, 1864-1911. Backside of her stone is in photo 37.

I was told a little about this cemetery by Dave, Becky and the Spragues, but 
didn't take good notes and anyway should leave this story for someone more 
knowledeable to write, if this area is deemed 'includeable' within the inner 
project area. Aesthetically, there's a lot to recommend it—no surprise that 
it was chosen as a cemetery, in the transition time between Taalkweidí and 
earliest Euro occupancy.1 If I remember correctly, this was Petersburg's first 
cemetery, then at some point, maybe prompted by stream erosion (?) some 
were exhumed and moved south across the Narrows. It's difficult to judge 
from names on stones who were European and who were Native, because the 

1  Before missionaries, only shamans were buried: others were cremated. Shaman burial sites were  
usually in prominent locations, and this point could well have served that purpose.  35

36

37
PISI, TSHE, OPHO, VAsp, VEVI, 

HELA, MADI, STRO, ATFE 
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latter increasingly took Euro names   
57  Nakamoto stone  The Nakamotos claimed USS homestead #2478, northeasternmost of the USS parcels 

along West Petersburg Highway. Their survey, dated 1939 shows mink pens. The claim wasn't approved until 1949. 
Grace Nakamoto (their daughter?), born in Petersburg, died in 1927, aged only 14.  

59  Meadow  Not many stones here. Was this part of the cemetery? Garden? Looks like meadow capture, as on 
the old garden site at photo 06, yesterday. Lots of deer and bear poop here. 

I photographed all the stones I could find, partly to get a handle on the period when this cemetery was 'active.'  
Entered names and dates into the table, next page. Earliest stone was Lucia's in 1911. Latest burial was in 1928. 
Fully half were infants or newborns; life was tenuous a century ago! Excluding those early deaths, average age of 
residents living past infancy was still only 38 years. Maybe that's partially biased by a pattern of older folks tending 
to move to more urban locations? [PS: but note the 93-yr-old in sidebar!]

PS, trip's end: Since playing around with these age data I received the much more extensive database maintained 

57
59

PISI, ALSI, OPHO, HELA, 
MADI, STRO, ATFE 

text continues after sidebars
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Cemetery research from Becky
Richard,
In the newspaper archives on the Petersburg Library website I found 
that the Kupreanof cemetery site was chosen in June 1913 and that 
the Petersburg Cemetery site began to be used in 1928/1929. 1

Here is a link to the article about the start of the cemetery. The date 
is June 28 1913. It's the third column over and the title of the piece is 
"A Timely Suggestion".  

"Doubtless it was a difficult matter to locate a cemetery site near Peters-
burg, and it is quite possible that all are not satisfied .with the location 
chosen. However this may be, our little city surely owes a debt of honor 
which it can not longer hesitate to pay, in transforming the present jungle 
of noxious weeds and brush into something 'more in keeping with the finer 
sentiments and tender feelings which draw friends and neighbors around 
the grave which waits to receive one of their number. A half day's work by 
a half dozen men; in spring and summer, and the transformation would 
be well on its way. Two or three inexpensive bouys to mark the crooked 
channel, so that boats might approach the place less tediously and with 
assurance of safety, and the stranger who comes to bury his dead would 
no longer be forced to think that we are a careless people. What will the 
people do about it?    A Citizen."

Here's the article that talks about the need for a new cemetery 
dated June 8, 1928: 

"Other business considered Monday night was the matter of securing a 
new cemetery, a subject that has been up for discussion before the city 
council here for the last several years. Mayor Swanson said that he had 
made an inspection of the cemetery across the Narrows and had found it 
in a disgraceful condition. He urged that the council lose no time in locating 
a new cemetery at once and appointed a committee which included Knud 
Stenslid Paul Lund and Chris Gronseth with instructions to act at once. 

1  Becky says the Library (?) has scanned and character-recognized all the old 
papers so that you can search keywords such as "cemetery." Boy, what a resource for 
historians! 

Last Name First Name Burial Date DOB DOD Comments

Anderson Julius ~9/2/1921
early settler, old age, build 2nd bldg in 

present townsite, PWR 9/2/1921

Baggen Edward 1880 ~12/16/1921 headstone; wife, Ingeborg. PWR 12/16/1921

Baggen Margaret 1915 1919 Father, Edward Baggen

Cook Lyman 5/1929 Died of heart failure at Arness logging camp

Cooney Charlie ~1853 1928 headstone

Cooney Mary (Mrs. Charles) ~1850 1928 headstone

Guerrin Laura 12/2/1917

died in house fire, 24 years, buried in Psg, 
only in town one month; from S.F.? PWR 
12/7/1917 & State DNR website-Book0, 

page 29

Isrealson Anton 7/4/1920
father of Andrew, LJ, and Theodore; old age. 

PWR 7/9/1920

Isrealson Theodore ~1871 ~4/1/1920 49, stomach cancer, PWR 4/1/1920

Jackson Charles 6/1935 Drowned at red bouy out front in the narrows

Jacobsen Kristian ~1891 ~9/14/1917
death from ptomaine poisoning, 26, of 

Norway & Astoria, PWR 9/14/1917

Johnson Annie Olga (Davis) 6/19/1932 3/22/1882 6/16/1932

Born in Sitka. 1st Husband Costa 
Andreanoff, 2nd, Emrick Johnson. PWR 

6/24/1932.

Kuwata Grace 10/1928 12/1928 headstone

Kuwata Jim 7/1/1924 headstone

Lambson Harry 2/8/1898 7/3/1921 headstone

Lambson Harry ~1893 7/1921 28, drowning. PWR 7/8/1921

Lott Mrs. John ~1841 5/9/1934
headstone; drowning; 94. PsgPress 

5/11/1934

Marquith Harry ~5/7/1928
found dead Port Beauclaire, Daily AK Empire 

5/7/1928

Spreadsheet sent to Becky from Gina at PRD:
Presumably all these folks were known to have 

lived at least for some time at Kupreanof?
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The site decided upon by the city last winter has been claimed by Martin 
Kildall, the council was told, and if investigation of this claim bears out its 
legality, another site must be found."

Here's a map that Gina Esposito emailed me today of the ceme-
tery. I'll send you the list I have with names also.

"Hi Becky, Jane Smith mentioned you are interested in the Kupreanof 
Cemetery map. It’s nothing fancy, but it helps get a layout of some of the 
grave markers. Unfortunately it is missing the locations of Dave Heart and 
Mrs. Emelie Rosvold, who we wrote down names for but I missed getting 
with the Trimble gps unit, so they didn’t get on the map.  Also, it is meant 
to be printed out on an 11x17 piece of paper. I can print out a copy for you 
if you want to stop by the district sometime.  I’ve also attached a list of 
names that we wrote down when we went there last fall.  These are only 
what we saw that day. Obviously there are many more people there.

Marts John ~2/10/1922
trapper & prospector, @ Point Barrie. PWR 

2/10/1922

Martz George E 2/6/1922 ~1/1/1922

Found deceased on Kupreanof. Natural 
causes suspected. Buried in plot 50. per 
Historical records on DNR website -Book 

0 page 19

Mason Mrs. James 6/1935
died at 25 y/o. parents, mr & Mrs Willis. 

Husband & 2 children

McConnell Dorian ~1899 ~3/28/1919
of Penn, 20, killed at logging camp, accident. 

PWR 3/28/1919

McKechnie Forrest ~11/1918 ~4/23/1920
18 months, son of J.L. McKechnie, chronic 

nephritis. PWR 4/23/1920

Molver Astrid 2/28/1907 11/24/1914 headstone; PsgPress 12/5/1914

Moore David 3/9/1915 headstone

Nakamoto Grace ~1913 1927 headstone

Naylor Harry 11/26/1889 12/29/1922 headstone

Nielsen Peter Nicolai 12/2/1917

From Denmark. died of burns sustained in 
house fire; attempted to save Miss Guerrin; 
danish, 42 yrs. old, said to have no relatives 

in this country. PWR 12/7/1917 & State 
DNR website, historic records, Misc Book 0, 
8/27/1911 - 12/26/1917, Page 29 & 32 - 41.

Sigurd Omsted 1902 1926
Born in Norway. Added to Find A Grave by 

Anita Smith.

Otness Marguerite Jenne ~7/22/1921
5 months old, parents Jacot Otness. PWR 

7/22/1921

Rosvold Baby 6/8/1916 headstone

Rosvold Mrs. Emilie 3/16/1884 6/8/1915 headstone

Seymour Charles 8/29/1914 7/31/1914

Body found in the Narrows by red bouy 
#8 at blind slough. Jury suspected it was 
Mr. Seymour as he was lost off of the SS 

Cordova 7/31/1914. Per Historical records 
on DNR website - book 0, page 9
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Smith
Lucia Fidelia (Mrs. 

Charlie) 6/10/1864 5/2/1911 headstone

Sandslel John 1886 1922 Added to find a grave by Anita Smith.

Wayha David 4/2/1935
Died of TB. Sister Mrs Guy roundtree; 

brother Clifford Wayha.

Another woman who has done some research of the cemetery and of Petersburg history that 
you might like to get in touch with is Jill Williams here in town.  I believe she is in the phone 
book".  

Cheers!  Gina Esposito ● Archaeologist. ● PRD ●. 907-772-5971 ●  gesposito@fs.fed.us

Names recorded by Jane Smith & Gina Esposito 20161007, Kupreanof Cemetery:
Mrs. Charlie Cooney, died 1928, ‘Born in Kake’

Charlie Cooney, died 1926, ‘Born in Wrangell’

David Moore, died 1915

Edward Baggen, died 1921

Margaret P. Baggen, died 1918

Sverre Carroll, died 1915

Mrs. Emelie Rosvold, 1884-1914

Annie Young, died 1914

Dave Heart, died 1912

Lucia Fidelia Smoth, 1864-1911

Astrid Molver, died 1914

Harry Naylor, 1889-1922

Mrs. John Lott, died 1934

Rachel Peratoich

Grace Nakamoto, died 1927, Age 14, ‘Born in Petersburg’

name born died age

Lucia Smith 1864 1911 47

Annie Young 1886 1914 28

infant 1912 1

Emelie Rosvold 1894 1915 21

infant stillborn 1915 0

Edward Baggen 1880 1921 41

Margaret Baggen 1915 1918 3

“our son” nd 0

David Moore ? 1915

Mrs Charlie Cooney 1850 1928 78

 Charlie Cooney ? 1926

Grace Nakamoto 1913 1927 14

Astrid Molver 1907 1907 1

Left: List compiled from 
my gravestone photos.  

Right: Lists forwarded 
by Becky from Gina and 

Jane at PRD (Peters-
burg Ranger District) 

are in 2 forms, this 
Word list from their GPS 
visit, and a more elabo-

rate spreadsheet that 
includes other historical 
sources such as news-
paper obits. This short 
list has 2 more names 
than mine, including a 

93-year-old who'd have 
substantially bumped 
up my average age of 

38 years.

by PRD archeologists. It includes information such as Harry 
Marquith, found dead at Port Beauclaire, 19280507, noted in the 
Daily Alaska Empire. Their comments field certainly adds spice 
to dry DOB-DOD lists, but the 40 names would probably have 
discouraged me from fiddling with meaningless stuff like average 
ages. 

To me, the Cemetery Creek area is the coolest part of the "inner 
project area." Well worth featuring, even if it's a little beyond the 
reach of Lindblad tours. It has the most complex shoreline, largest 

Mrs Lott's stone, from Gina's photo 
folder. "Age 93 years." Spreadsheet 
says she drowned.
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11L

14L

L = Lumix photo. 
All others today 

with 6s+

stream (short of Petersburg Creek), and best prospects 
for wildlife viewing, as these deer illustrated . . .    

11L  Buck  Finishing at the cemetery, I noticed 2 
deer out in the sedge marsh—one bedded and one graz-
ing. I took a couple shots at 250 yards with the Lumix 
30x, then decided to narrow that distance by circling 
back under cover of the trail. When I emerged from 
cover at 120 yards the bedded, slightly larger deer let 
me take this handheld (heavily cropped).

14L  Buck  . . . But his buddy got nervous and 
moved into the woods. The bedded deer #11 then rose 
and crossed over to Sasby Island. 

This little corner of the inner project area is in my 
opinion the loveliest and most wildlife-rich. For the 
more adventurous hiker who has time to range a little 

beyond the loop trail, Cemetery Creek 
and surroundings would make good addi-
tions to our descriptions. (PS, trip's end: 
I came back on the 23rd with Dave for 
some overflights.)

One more roadbed-rooted ringcount 
(no photograph) gave 65 rings at 10 feet 
above ground. Adding 10 years to reach 
that height gives ~75 years. Cut ~10 
years ago, so ~85 yrs back to germina-
tion, ~1932. Could road construction 
have begun that early? [PS, yup. Good 
fit for the records later received from 
Becky.]

Other evidence fits the late-20s-early-
30s period. Some USS plats show the 
road and some don't. Latest to not show 
it is the Brackney-Nordberg claim #1536, 
in 1925. First to show it are the Naka-
moto and Skuggevik claims, surveyed 
1939. Surely somebody in Petersburg 
can help fill in details on the history of 
West Petersburg Road (museum? City 
Lands division? ADOT?). Along with 
search for historical photos, old-timer 
interviews, etc, I'll leave this to Council 
members to research.  PS, trip's end: 
Becky really came through on all this 
stuff. Lots of great history to weave into 

the interpretation, added to sidebars in the preceding 
Scoping section.

Crossed the flats at the tidal divide. Clear grazer prefer-
ence for Triglochin, little sedge touched. Almost no fringe 
of uplift meadow outside the forest fringe. 
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Shorezone got this steep angle down to the mouth of Cemetery Creek. 
Meadow in my pano #59 shows to the right. Entire fringe forest is 
second growth. Are boulders in the Fucus zone recent meltouts from 
LeConte bergs stranded here during Little Ice Age?  Seems likelier 
than early Holocene dropstones, which should by now be buried.
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20170521   Tree coring
Hard rain all day. Dave came by around 11 am for a half-day's 
work sleuthing the history of shoreline logging along the Kupre-
anof trails. Four hours was about all my lightweight raingear were 
good for in this kind of deluge (predicted 1.8 inches), plus I'm 
falling behind as usual in my journaling. Left all my electronics at 
Sprague's except the bad elf in a ziplock, and the new laser range-
finder, which looks pretty tolerant of rain (PS, yup, survived fine). 
Without even an iPhone, I relied on Dave for video-documenta-
tion with his gimbaled gopro-5. We motored over to the Kupre-
anof dock and worked close to the trailhead in both directions.

About 120 yards east from the kiosk, a small stream, barely 
noticable on a normal day, was gushing and tannin-colored from 
the overnight rainstorm. Dave stopped to film. Nice little camera. 
Unlike my hero-4-black, it's fully waterproof without a bulky 
exterior case. We used it for all of our photography today—both 
movies and stills.

Curious about the source, Dave walked upstream and quickly 
got to a reach where the water emerged from a maze of old 
logging slash that has completely buried the channel. We 
wondered what effect this has had on stream chemistry, flora, flow 
regime, fish habitat, and, by extension, what the total impacts have 
been to small Southeast channels from logging prior to institution 
of TTRA stream buffers.

01  Release spruce  Inland from the beach trail, as Dave 
filmed, I checked out a large remnant spruce at the back edge of 
the coastal clearcut, roughly 30 yards north of the trail. The huge 
majority of leave-trees are hemlocks, which don't release strongly 
or for very long after logging. I hoped this 33-inch spruce would 

prove a better source for year-of-disturbance. 
Context was as good as you could ask; every tree south and seaward looked young—all 

post-logging seed-ins. More than 90% of them were hemlock, typically ranging from 7 
to 8-inch diameter. 1 A few spruce were as large as 14 inches, but no tree in this stand was 
anything a timber manager could point to with pride. Major quantities of mossed-over 
slash—larger logs class III or IV—make bushwacking unpleasant in this stand. Visually 
it's only d2 to d3; blueberries are dispersed and easy to weave through. But if you sustain a 
2-mph walk for several hours through slash of this age and density your odds of a twisted 
ankle are high. On that criterion I'd bump up the difficulty to d5-d6. Winter deer forbs—
COCA/RUPE; no COAS/TITR?—are medium-to-low density.

First 'historical' question was why the spruce wasn't taken. I guessed because of a 

1  This is pretty lame regrowth for a ~70-year old post-logging forest—one of the key points Dave's been hoping to establish 
with this interpretive project. Sharon related, in reference to the 1959 cut across the creek, that Glen Reed senior said if 
he'd known how long it would take to come back, he wouldn't have logged it. 

01DB2005

Bad Elf track was pretty 
scattered, down in my 

belt pouch instead of up 
in the bill cap.Squiggle 

clusters are the 3 places 
we stopped to work. 

On a 2-inch 
day, even 
rite-in-rain 

paper starts 
to fall apart. 
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strong swoop in the bole in the first 5 feet.2 
As it turned out, the tree was passed up 
more because of runty size than deformity. 
At time of logging, this was an 8-to-10-inch 
suppressed spruce, quite unhappy in the 
subcanopy. 

We cored at 5 feet above mineral soil. No 
lean, so probably a centered pith; 33/2=16-
inch radius. I removed a 14.5-inch sample, 
thus missed ~1.5 inches to pith. The good 
news was that only an inch from the inner end 
of my sample, we found textbook release. 

2 I measured this tree's height with the truepulse but forgot 
to record it. Memory says 32 m, or 105 feet. Would be worth 
double-checking on the next walk, because this may turn out to 
be our best benchmark tree for the release question. 

and 32 inches diameter, probably 
rejected for being too limby. From 
there up, all the logs were taken out, 
probably by cable. It's ~40 inches 
in diameter at the top, with large, 
plainly visible rings in the center. 
So this tree was open grown, long 
before contact times, probably in 
some kind of windthrow gap. In the 
first foot of radius there are only ~50 
rings. Curious about more recent 
growth, we used Dave's hand axe 
to chop a smooth surface from the 

02DB

Core from spruce #1. Bark on left. Rings marked by decade. Released 1926.

04.1DB

Oddly although rings were very tight between 1921 and 25, the inner-
most rings are big, suggesting open growth. So the missing 1.5 inches 
of sample would add only ~10 rings to my innermost at 1917. So let's 
say 1905 at pith, and give another estimated 10 years to grow 5 feet 
above mineral soil (AMS). That gives germination in ~1895, obviously 
in an open area. Could this point to Euro handlogging that early? 

At this point in our sampling I asked Dave where the optimum location 
was for telling a story of interest to Lindblad. From the perspective of 
nailing down a year-of-logging for the coastal clearcut, it didn't matter 
if we worked east or west from the kiosk. Currently the large majority 
of guided walks go over the USFS trail through 'wolf bog' and end on 
Petersburg Creek. Tom Reinharts would like to see more tours on the 
eastern loop, so one strategy is to offer young growth (YG)  interpreta-
tion here, in hopes of encouraging that shift. The other approach is to 
go-with-the-flow, and find a YG interpretive station to the west, off the 
trail that most groups are now taking. We turned back to search for one 
in that direction. 

En route, however, we detoured north again, up to the back edge of 
the cut, to check out a big handlogged stump Dave wanted to show me.  

04.1  Axed  Springboard notch definitely couldn't have been cut 
with a chainsaw bar; only an axe.3

02  Butt log  At the foot of the stump is a log about 12 feet long 

3  Matt Kirchhoff says this distinction helps date old logging to before or after advent of chainsaws 
in the 1940s, after which most notches were cut by chainsaw. This axe-cut notch fits my current 
speculation that the cut was slightly before 1940. 
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moss-draped punky exterior. That wasn't clear enough to be sure of rings, but they seemed 
tight enough to merit a core sample. I drilled out 3.75 inches, which had 118 rings (31r/
in), very tight for a spruce. Just a wild estimate would put the germination of this tree ~300 
years ago. But when was it logged? 

03  Nurse-rider  And was it part of clearcut, or an earlier select tree? I'd mentioned to 
Dave that I once cored a hundred-year hemlock atop a spruce nurse log at the Eagle River 
scout camp. Wrapping up, we noticed a similar 5-inch hemlock on this butt log. I drilled it a 
few inches above germination surface on what was probably the at-that-time-thin moss bed, 
directly blanketing bark-sluffed sapwood.

What I probably didn't recognize at the time I 'aged' a down spruce to about 100 years 
from its hemlock 'rider' was that those first saplings colonizing when a log still has bark 
rarely survive. It's the next wave, who put roots directly into decaying sapwood, that make 
it. As Dave put it, this is the catbird seat.4 To the age of this little nurse-rider, we'll have to 
add at least 30 years for an estimate of how long the butt log's been on the ground. Unlike 
some class-III snags that sluff before falling, this one certainly had firmly attached bark.

My sample is 2.3 inches to pith, formed around 1975. Accounting for a few years growth 
to core height, let's put germination around 1970. Then subtracting another 30 years for bark 
sluffing, would give a logging date of prior to 1940.  

Next, we moved west past the kiosk into a young-growth-fringed section of the trail that 
the tours are mostly using. There isn't a lot in this direction. We cored a couple hemlocks 
looking for release but basically struck out. The patch of post-road young growth is small, 

4  At least it's a good perch for the first few centuries. I decided during the Landmark Trees project that stilt-rooted trees, once 
their nurse evaporates, rarely end up being the real old-timers of the stand. Stilt roots give an insecure foundation, and the 
tree eventually blows over. Ancient pillars are usually firmly ground rooted. 

and there isn't a perfect interpretive station where a Lindblad 
guide, for example, could stop and walk folks through the story 
of disturbance-sleuthing.  

04  Hemlock seed-in  While Dave filmed, I cored an 
18-inch hemlock, 80 feet tall, at the back edge of the clearcut, 

03DB

Clockwise: 
Core from butt 

log. ● Borer 
in nurse-rider.  
● Core from 
nurse-rider.
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that seemed a possible candidate for release rings. The core was 4.5 feet AMS.5

Context of this stand is even scrubbier than seaward of spruce #1. Average hemlock 
diameters are only 5 to 8 inches. They're probably >95% of the stand by volume. 
There's a couple larger spruces but they're sparser than at spruce-1 site.

We could see by the rings, even in the field, that my supposed release tree was a 
post-logging seed-in. Large rings around the pith. As with yesterday's road-stump seed-
ins, good only for giving a minimum age of the cut.

My core was 7.5 inches to the pith, formed ~1915, less than halfway into the 18-inch 
diameter. No sudden changes in ring width—just plugging away back to time of germi-
nation. Since it's a hemlock I'll double the years to core height and add 20 YTCH, 
giving germination ~1895.  

05  Another old (?) hemlock  Having overestimated the age of my hemlock, 
we looked for a definitively older tree. You're kind of boxed in here by narrowness 
of the cut, and proximity to the creek, with more consistent sidelighting. We found a 
23-incher, also cored 4.5 feet AMS, with bigger branches low to the ground. Forest 
context was pretty much the same as its neighbor #4—runty, challenged hemlocks. 
Survivor had no lean, so pith probably at center, ~12 inches in. My sample retrieved 
only 5.5-inches, beyond which crumbly, rotting pieces were too challenging to glue or 
read. 

In general, the past century's growth has been about double the previous. But as with 

5  AMS = above mineral soil. I always record this coring height in order to estimate additional years required for the 
tree to reach that height. YTCH = years to core height. That can be given a ballpark number judging from tightness of 
the innermost rings surrounding the pith. 

Core from hemlock #4. Bark on left. Rings marked by decade. No apparent release. 
Turned out to be a post-logging seed-in tree.

04DB
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most old hemlocks, decade-to-decade patterns are kinda wavy. If you 
average em, we get 36 rings/inch. Doubling that, and assuming slightly 
slower interior growth, this hemlock is over 400 years old.

So I was correct that hemlock #5—unlike #4—is a survivor, not a seed-
in. But did it give us any release information? Well, the rings are rockier 
than the story we get from a spruce that's suddenly taller than everyone 
else. Still, I think I see a one-decade spurt beginning in 1925

Dave's movies taken during today's deluge are pretty funny, and will 
make nice additions to my compilation video. On the phone, 0522, he 
described them as "a little too realistic." Rain raps loudly on the water-
proof gopro5, and smudgey droplets smear the view. But how many bush-
wackers have filmed the rainforest on a 2-inch day? These clips on the 
right show why moss covers everything, why this is the greenest corner 
of North America. They might not convince a tourist back in California 
to come up and see the rainforest, but they're an honest portrayal of our 
watery home.

Evening notes from Spragues: Richard put a mark on one of his pier 
pilings 15 years ago at an extreme high tide. That mark is now a foot 
higher than any high tide he's seen lately. Check with surveyor Rick 
Braun about other evidence for glacial rebound. Confounding the incre-
mental land rise is sudden uplift from the earthquake centered off Craig 
several years ago. Richard thinks he has evidence for that as well. 

Core from hemlock #5. Bark on left. 
Rings marked by decade. Short-lived 
release ~1925?

Some of Dave's gopro clips. Runs 65 seconds 

Mike Jackson or someone in Kake told Richard about an ancient village above 
the road near Hamilton Bay that sounds like a possible early Holocene settlement. 
Should do a GIS and ask Mike to annotate it. Could be no archeologists were noti-
fied or involved?

richa
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20170522   Petersburg Creek
Morning at Spragues processing core samples. In the afternoon Dave and 
I ventured back into the rain. Fortunately precip was tapering off. Weather 
Underground has reduced its prediction from 1.8 to 0.8 inches total. Kept it 
low-electrical but did add the iPhone to my toolkit, inside a ziplock, for occa-
sional photos. Too wet to fly but we're hoping for better weather tomorrow. 

From 1:30 to 4:30, Dave and I sampled young growth along the Petersburg 
Creek trail, then headed into town (my first Pburg visit since arriving) for a 

2-laptop data-swap over beer and pizza.
Approaching the estuary, Dave pointed out a red-throated loon. Later, 

coming out, added common and Pacific. He also noted a gull pod in the 
Narrows, dipping for krill. His favorites are Bonapartes, cause they seem 
happier than herring & glaucous-winged who are always complaining. I spec-
ulated that's cause Bonies winter in Mexico, mellowing out, while the larger 
gulls muddle through up here.

05  Anchorage  First place we tried to anchor out. Currents problematic, 
so as I started sampling, Dave went back and moved down to a nicer location 

05

Most of this is Lyngbye 
sedge (CALY), grading 
upward to grassy high 

marsh in the upper 
right. Surprizingly little 
grazing on the CALY. 

Also includes: unIDed 
grasses, DOPU, ACBO, 
POAN, RAsp. Appendix  

1 lists species codes.
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off the goose bar. He says they nest here along the creek,1 so did his best not 
to disturb the pair who stood on the open gravel. Another (non-breeding?) 
flock of a dozen or so grazed in a wider sedge pocket on the opposite bank. 

01  Plantago macrocarpa  In Big John Bay, which I remember as 
mostly uplift meadow in contrast to the narrow belt along this estuary, there 
were vast fields of this broader-leaved, less salt-tolerant relative of goose-
tongue, and I didn't see a single plant clipped by a grazer. 

04  Uplift fringe  A few plants in this scene are uplift indicators—intoler-
ant of saltwater immersion. No mosses I'm aware of can handle it; they grow 

1  I'm intrigued by this nesting pattern. I thought Vancouver Canadas mostly selected islands and 
mainland areas with fewer mid-sized predators (Xutsnoowú, upper Glacier Bay, etc). I'm particularly 
curious about their relations with wolves, otter, and bear. 

not only on the log but on the ground just upslope. If tides touch the base of 
this log a couple times per year, they're probably diluted by freshwater from 
Petersburg Creek. This presumed 'uplift zone' is quite narrow at forest edge 
here, and other places I walked such as inner Sasby Island.  

07  Oenanthe sarmentosa  Pacific water parsley, is mapped in Pojar & 
MacKinnon (1994) all the way up through northern Lynn Canal, but I've only 
seen it in a few places. That may reflect my imperfect search image rather 
than actual rarity. It's easy to overlook this species because of its similarity to 
hemlock parsley, Conioselinum chinense, which I do consider fairly ubiqui-
tous throughout the uplift meadows of northern and central Southeast. 2 The 

2  Oddly, I didn't notice Conioselinum at Aandasaak'w. I searched for it a few times after discussing beach 
edibles with the Spragues. 

01 04 07

PISI, TSHE, MADI, 
LAMA, RAsp

PLMA2, 
POAN, ACBO, 
unIDed grasses
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compound leaves are slightly larger on Oenanthe, but what usually gives it 
away is how it falls over at a mere glancing brush, later in the summer; it has 
by far the wimpiest stem of the parsely-family species. 

06  Transition  Freshwater seep. Skunk cabbage (LYAM) is quite 
intolerant of salt water, so we're definitely supratidal here. I'm not good on 

06

PISI, TSHE, VAsp, 
LYAM, MADI, 
LAMA, CASI

gramminoid ID, but my friend Koren Bosworth, who is, says this looks like 
Sitka sedge (Carex sitchensis).  

Main goal here was to look for clues to the timing and legacies of logging. 
I climbed up to the back edge of the second growth, looking for a good 
release-tree. 
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08

08  Hemlock-1 pano  Increment borer is in the large hemlock on left. 
Position shows on the ortho, next page. Although I'd have preferred a spruce, 
this looked like a candidate because there were a lot of big stumps to the 
southwest, 3 of which show in the pano, from trees that had once blocked 
the day's best light. Near this back edge of the cut, regeneration was mostly 
hemlock by numbers, but there's a sizable spruce volume. Hemlocks mostly 
11 to 14-inchers, but spruce range to 27 inch diameters, and 100 feet tall. Tons 
of slash, class III to IV with sparse VAspp and RUSP.

Hemlock #1  24-inches@core, 5 feet AMS. We could expect to see the first 

Right: Core from hemlock 
#1. Bark on left. Rings 

marked by decade. 

evidence of timber extraction around 1900, when handlogger Jacob Hansath 
was cherry-picking Petersburg Creek (Scoping>Euro geography). But in 
those early decades he could pick and choose, probably taking only the larg-
est—much bigger than these cut stumps and probably requiring springboards. 
I doubt these moss-covered stumps date back that far. Closer, probably, to 50 
than 100 years old. I've marked in red a possible short-term release around 
the year 1955. But earlier portions of the core show similar variability, 
independent of human disturbance. This is often the case with hemlocks, 
whose growth is more roller-coastery than spruce. With assumptions for 
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Again, no 
Bad Elf. 

Crude track 
from Nexus. 

Low-res 
photopoints 
from iPhone.

2009

years-to-core-height, I estimate germination around 1730: about 3 centuries old.
Dave finished anchoring out and joined me as I moved downslope slightly to a large spruce. Turned 

out to be a seed-in (post-logging) but at least gives us an estimated minimum time since logging. 
Spruce #2  23-inches@core, 100 feet tall, 5 feet AMS; add 10 YTCH for minimum age. Prob-

ably ~80 years old, with estimated germination around 1935. Smooth decline in ring-width, with no 
suggestion of release. Long interwhorl distances, good site, ridiculous amount of slash.

Core from spruce #2. Bark on left. No release. 

Coring spruce 2. Runs 1 minute 27 seconds 

richa
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  09  Spruce-2 pano  Borer is in the 23-incher. It probably germinated 
about 3 feet below the level you can see, way down in the class III to IV 
slash. It's so thick here that shrubs haven't come in.

After spruce-2, we stumbled southeast along the hillslope, staying near 
the top of the cut. I labelled that contact of clear cut with more thinly 
logged 'select cut' on the oblique aerial from our flight on 0519, page 42. 
We were looking for a larger spruce, too big to be (like spruce-2) a post-
logging seed-in. If it was present at time of the "clear cutting," or any kind 
of intensive, simultaneous tree removal, maybe we could get a release 
year.

Spruce #3  Found a swoopy 31-inch trunk at back edge of the cut, 
rooted 3 feet up on a stump. Dave again filmed the coring. This time 
I managed to hit pith. Less slash here, as you can see in Dave's nicely 
contextual video. Lots of skunk cabbage. Lots more spruce in the regen-
eration—tallest to 130 feet. 

09

Coring spruce 3. Runs 1 minute 24 seconds 
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Core from spruce #3. Bark 
on left. Missed pith by only 
a few rings.

Although we concluded in the field that this was just a post-
logging seed-in, I underestimated the number of rings. It was 
actually almost a century older than spruce#2, with estimated 
germination around 1840. Must have started in a well-lit gap, 
though, because it grew pretty well until around 1900, when 
I'm guessing canopy in-filling began to cast too much shade. 
I didn't notice in the field but the sample above shows minor 
sustained release around 1956. Pretty subtle, but intriguing, 
since hemlock #1 shows release within a year of that date.

We continued south, spotting no obvious old-growth 
spruce. Had to settle for a venerable old hemlock, pretty close 
to the junction with Wolf Bog trail, which gave us a nice 
release story that we could see even in the field, as shown in 
the video. 

Hemlock #4  Only halfway up the cut, 25 inches at core, 4 
feet AMS. 100 feet tall. ~4 times diameter of most regenera-
tion, mostly 5-8-inch hemlock. Spruce to 14 inches, and some 
fatter 30-inchers below the trail, closer to the fringe. Three 
big stumps were felled nearby, but long before the stand was 
"clearcut," giving release around 1912. Onset was slow but 
sustained.

Core from hemlock #4. 
Bark on left. 

Coring hemlock#4. Runs 33 seconds 

I guess the story from coring efforts so far, along with historical photo interpretation, 
is that handloggers picked away at the Aansadaak'w coastal forests from ~1900 onwards, 
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01DB

10

occasionally taking even a small clus-
ter, as with the stumps below hemlock 
#4. Then, with advent of chainsaws in 
the late 1940s or early 1950s, loggers 
began to remove whole stands, or 
nearly every tree. They left only a few 
sizable survivors, such as hemlock #4. 
From evidence so far I can't prove it 
was done by simultaneous clearcutting 
by a logging company (wouldn't there 
be records of that somewhere?), or just 
steady, intensifying pressure, maybe 
just from settled Kupreanoffians. Fire-
wood? Piling logs? Fish boxes for Pburg 
canneries?  The reasons for logging are 
not obvious to me. Quality of the left-
overs from early cherry-picking days 
could not have been high. 

10  Creek  Photopoint on preceding 
ortho. My 10-foot contours from IfSAR 
show only ~50 feet of relief to the top 
of the ridge it's draining. Although rain 
was tapering off, this little, obviously 
ephemeral channel was still collecting 
the remains of the record-setting 4-inch 
dump of the past 48 hours.

We wrapped up by mid-afternoon, 
and Dave skiffed me back to Spragues, 

01DB White gull  En route, 

Dave noticed an unusual all-white gull on the 
mudflats. For fear of moisture, I'd left both my 
ultrazooms at Spragues. I searched my birding 
apps while Dave motored closer to shoot with 
his Nikon D810 with 150-600 lens. At first we 
were misled by assumptions it was an adult. 
Only back in Juneau did I figure out it was a 
juvenile Glaucous gull! Armstrong lists em 
casual/accidental on the Mendenhall Refuge (+ 
for spr, sum, wi) and rare in those seasons for the 
greater Juneau area. In his Birds of Alaska (6th 
ed, 2015) he shows them common (and breed-
ing) only in western and northern Alaska, and 
uncommon in southwestern. I've undoubtedly 
seen and overlooked them before, but thanks to 
Dave's curiosity this is a lifer for me.
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20170523   Wrapup flights
We broke an all-time record for 48-hour precipitation: 
about 4 inches from 0521 through 0522. Today's forecast 
was for a misty morning followed by lifting clouds in 
late afternoon. I haven't been able to fly since our first 
field day, 0519, so have been building up a wishlist of 
aerial perspectives for interpretive products—especially 
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01

the long & short vimeo slideshows. 
Before my last outing with Dave, I got a tour of Sprague's from Richard that began with a 

walk to his largest spruce. It shows well in Tony's aerial oblique above.
01  Survivor  I didn't measure it, but looks like a good 5 feet in diameter above the butt 

swell. Those large branch-clusters ~25 feet up are remains of epicormic branches, proliferat-
ing on the better-lit beach side after some disturbance—probably logging—opened it up. 
Richard wanted a guess on the tree's age but I couldn't offer much help without coring it. 
On a good site, early rings can be up to a centimeter. So it's not necessarily ancient. What 

Taken from Tony's DJI 
Mavic. I'm pretty sure 
the big spruce shows 

in upper left, with 
crown 50% higher than 
young-growth matrix.
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05
we often find in passed-over survivor trees like these is that they were suprisingly small at 
time of logging—in this case maybe around a century ago? Matrix, as shown in the aerial, 
is even-aged young growth. 

Dave skiffed over around 1:30. We started at the city dock and walked northeast to the 
Petersburg Mountain Trail. 

05  Kiosk  Center panel seems to be the best location for a greeting poster, recom-
mended by Sharon, and described as deliverable #1 in Appendix 5.

06  Backside  Classy construction, added pegs for lifejacket storage.
07  Choked culvert  This was put in fairly recently when Reid Brothers resurfaced the 

road. Not long afterward a debris flow upstream puked this slug of slatey shingle, filling 
the pipe nearly to the top. A pano and description is in the 0520 notes, photos 19 & 20.

Near the mountain trail turnoff, we saw a bear about 150 yards out in the flats. Both 

06

07
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2009

Black bear in Goose Flats, slowed 3x. Runs 16 seconds. 

of us filmed, handheld. I didn't 
hear how Dave's came out. This 
is adequate at least for confirming 
what it was eating. 

08  Porky-chewed  Fairly 
fresh debarking. Porcupines seem 
to be fairly uncommon here, judg-
ing from the sparsity of chewed 
trees. This is the first I noticed in 
4 days at Aansadaak'w. Around 
Juneau, they're ubiquitous. The 
other odd thing is species; at 
Juneau they debark only hemlock. 
That's for cambium: they do climb 08

richa
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spruce especially in winter to browse needles, but don't seem interested in the woody parts. 
Greg Streveler says porkies target spruce bark in Gustavus, but that may have to do with 
sparsity of hemlock on the forelands. Is this spruce debarking the norm at Kupreanof? And 
if so, is it a culturally learned behavior? 

We flew 4 times today, collecting wonderful video to incorporate into vimeo postings. I'll 
only include the above few short segment in today's journal.  

11  Release tree  Around 100 yards up the Petersburg Mountain Trail, about even with 
the top of the nearby bog, we cored a 47-inch spruce. At 51 meters (167 feet), it reached 
about 20% taller than the matrix forest. We selected this tree because there are 10 cut 

Snippet from an extensive loop over the Cemetery Creek forests and bogs. Runs 18 seconds. 

11
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11-inch sample from spruce on Petersburg Mountain Trail. Strong release 1907.

12

stumps within 15 yards. Good choice; we found textbook release in 1907. So these stumps are 110 years old.  
12  Stumps  Pano looking southeast back down the trail. Cored release spruce on left. Passed-over 

survivors are mostly fluted hemlocks. Post-logging regrowth is >half spruce by volume. About 2/3 cover 
of Vaccinium, with more huckleberry than usual for Kupreanof. LYAM, BLSP, Sphagnum girgensohnii. 
Fine winter deer habitat in spite of the logging history. Would score quite high on the Kirchhoff-Hanley 
quick-cruise.

04  Cemetery Creek  Quite incised into marine sediments where it reaches Goose Flats.

04
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Screen-cap from video for 
preceding Mtn-trail release 
spruce. Was it one of these 

taller ones? Awesome lighting!

We flew 4 times today:
1) 20-foot subcanopy trail cruise

2) Goose Flats/Cemetery
3) Loop over misty old growth

4) vertical-gimbal for YG 
mapping.
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Screen-cap, second 
flight, launched 
from beach near 
cemetery point. 

Meadow capture in 
left foreground.
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Stitched in Microsoft 
ICE from video of our 
last flight along the 

coastal fringe. Location 
is shown on previous  
2009 routemap ortho. 

Stitching results in vari-
able lean-directions. 

Starry grey-green 
crowns are spruce. 
Brighter green are 

hemlock. 
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Back at the junction of Mountain Trail with old West Petersburg 
Highway, I measured a big fluted hemlock at 44 meters (144 feet). In 
comparison, young growth spruces outboard of the coastal trail reached 
only to 33 meters (108 feet).

The four flights today will be a gold mine for perspectives to include 
in written and video interpretive products. I've included just a few 
examples here. We were often flying over low, drifting mist, as in 
the stereopair on right. I introduced stereo aerials in the sidebar West 
Petersburg Highway, with B&W 3D views from 1929 and 1948 photog-
raphy. In this case, 3D is produced from screen captures only about 
a second apart as the quadcopter moved overhead at ~300 feet. Best 

Richard let me copy 2 folders of video from his sons Tony and Trevor. 
Tony's are aerials from his Mavic, many of which are scattered through 
this journal and my interpretive videos. Trevor's are gopro movies, often 
under water. Here's a sampling. Runs 21 seconds. 

richa
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viewing is with pocket stereoscope over a high-res tablet.
Dave waited  while I collected my gear at Spragues', then 

dropped me at the ferry terminal, where I found a power outlet 
to catch up on journaling before the evening departure back to 
Juneau. 

Thanks to Sharon and Richard for great meals, long conversa-
tions about Kupreanof, and classic off-grid Alaskan hospital-
ity! To Becky for coordinating (PS, and all the great post-trip 
follow-up research!). To Dave for marine facilitations, unflag-
ging enthusiasm, deep knowledge of home, and getting this 
whole ball rolling. And to the rest of the Kupreanof  City 
Council, for supporting the project. I'm really looking forward 
to all the cool products we can create together, to elevate the 
visitor and resident experience at Aansadaak'w.
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Appendices
1 Plant codes
Many photos are annotated with a list of key 
species. For brevity, I abbreviate them with the stan-
dard 4-letter code: first 2 letters of genus followed 
by first 2 letters of species. This is an especially 
useful convention for lists of commonly-associated 
species that appear again and again. Botanists and 
field workers prefer these 4-letter codes for concise 
communication. 

This field journal is being shared with Kupreanof 
City Council and will be made available for down-
load by anyone interested in 'going deeper' into the 
investigative process, and into details of natural 
and cultural history. For such wider disseminations, 
cryptic species codes might seem 'unfriendly,' as 
opposed to spelled-out common names. However, 
my experience has been that most folks don't care 
to read long plant lists, and that those plant-geeks 
who do are generally comfortable with the codes. 

This is far from a complete list of Aansadaak'w 
vegetation. Longer lists of flora/fauna with fairly 
up-to-date nomenclature are in Nature of Southeast 
Alaska, Carstensen et al (2014). 

* "herbs"  are intended here to describe a low stratum beneath tall 
woody shrubs, including species not traditionally considered herbs, 
such as ferns (ATFE) and dwarf-shrubs (COCA)

code botanical name common name

trees

PISI Picea sitchensis Sitka spruce

TSHE Tsuga heterophylla western hemlock

TSME Tsuga mertensiana mountain hemlock

PICO Pinus contorta shore pine

CANO Callitropsis nootkatensis yellow-cedar

ALRU Alnus rubra red alder

ALSI Alnus sinuata Sitka alder

MAFU Malus fusca Oregon crabapple

SOAU Sorbus aucuparia European mountain ash

shrubs

RUSP Rubus spectabilis salmonberry

RUPA Rubus parviflorus thimbleberry

RIBR Ribes bracteosum grey currant

VAspp Vaccinium spp blueberry, multiple species

MEFE Menziesia ferruginea rusty menziesia

OPHO Oplopanax horridum devil’s club

herbs*

HELA Heracleum lanatum cow parsnip

LYAM Lysichitum americanum skunk cabbage

VEVI Veratrum viride false hellebore

COCA Cornus canadensis ground dogwood

RUPE Rubus pedatus five-leaved bramble

FACR Fauria crista-castrensis deer cabbage

MADI Maianthemum dilatatum deerberry

STRO Streptopus roseus rosy twisted stalk

DOPU Dodecatheon pulchellum shooting star

RAsp Ranunculus sp buttercup 

CALY Carex lyngbyeii Lyngbye sedge

CACA Calamagrostis canadensis bluejoint

LEMU Leymus mollis beach rye

POAN Potentilla anserina silverweed

PLMA Plantago maritima goose-tongue

PLMA2 Plantago macrocarpa Alaska plantain

TRMA Trigolochin maritimum arrowgrass

ATFE Athyrium felix-femina lady fern

DREX Dryopteris expansa spiny shield fern

POGL Polypodium glycyrrhiza licorice fern

BLSP Blechnum spicant deer fern

EQAR Equisetum arvense meadow horsetail
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2 Bushwacker’s difficulty ranking
Many readers react initially with amusement 
to this ranking, but it’s one of the more useful 
measures of habitat structure, and a strong influ-
ence on cover and foraging values for wildlife. 
For example, larger mammals such as deer and 
bear are no more fond than we humans of stum-
bling around in annoying brush tangles. When 
they do seek out tangles, it’s for cover from 
things they like even less.

The bushwacker’s difficulty ranking for 
Southeast Alaska—first developed in 2005 by 
Christensen and Carstensen—ranges from d1 
to d10: d1 is sidewalk, and d10 is suicidal. “d” 
stands for difficulty. The ranking ignores factors 
that vary temporally. A given terrain should have 
the same d-rank in summer and winter, rain or 
shine, buggy or bugless, and whether traversed 
up- or downhill. It’s also independent of subjec-
tive factors: whether the bushwacker feels 
grumpy, exhausted, allergic, etc.

Here’s the breakdown:
d1 is level and mostly brush free. Most trails 

are d1 or d2. Hikers needn’t look at their feet 
while walking. If you look up at the canopy while 
walking, and trip over a root, you’re in d2.

d2 Visually, this habitat is unobstructed. You 
can see a deer 50 yards away in d2 understory. 
Terrain may be rolling, but uphill portions don’t 
induce shortness of breath as compared to level 
hiking.

d3 Many mature second-growth forests, and 

some fairly closed-canopy old-growth forests with sparse understory are d3 bushwacking. Bushes are present, 
but mostly waist height or less, and it’s easy to weave your way without thrashing. Same goes for down logs; 
they’re present, but you rarely have to climb over or stoop under if you choose a good route.

d4 At this stage, brush thrashing is unavoidable, and down logs are common enough that some minor 
gymnastics are involved. In open, herbaceous habitats (eg bluejoint high-marsh at upper reaches of tidal 
wetlands) bushwacking can occasionally be as high as d4 where grasses or sedges are so thick you can’t see 
your feet, combined with so many hidden pits and sloughs that rapid walking risks injury.

d5 At this stage, visibility is restricted by blueberry, menziesia or devil’s club. Often, you can’t see your 
hiking partners 10 yards away. Log obstructions are common, but you don’t have to go down on hands and 
knees. With good raingear, you should be able to stay dry all day in d5.

d6 If the day’s bushwack averages d6+, it becomes impossible even with the best raingear to keep your 
shirt collar and forearms dry; frequent contorted poses offer day-long opportunities for rain to drip inside your 
hood, or up your sleeves. Also, by day’s end, clothing is saturated with sweat from strenuous gymnastics. After 
a day of d6, there are usually at least 3 hemlock needles in the bushwacker’s underwear.

Up through d6, understory brush may be encountered beneath tall trees with more than 50% canopy cover-
age. But for the kind of brush density characterizing d7+ bushwacking, open sunlight is necessary. That 

d3
An inviting, d3 interlude within a mostly d5+ forested wetland

near road’s end on Douglas Island near Juneau. Bushwackers can 
stroll throughout this understory without thrashing in brush.
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Edge of unravelling
forest downwind
of recent clearcut

near Hoonah.

d8

means d7+ habitats are either early successional (trees too 
young to offer shade exclusion) or scrub wetland, where 
stressed trees with sparse crowns cast little shade.

d7 Uninitiated hikers begin to grunt and whimper, and to
question the leader’s sanity. A good portion of travel is atop slip-
pery, bouncy, or breakable logs, with little to cling to for support
other than thorny devil’s club and salmonberry. Another d-factor 
in addition to brush density and thorniness is the advanced 
stages of log decomposition following a long-ago blowdown 
event or early, heavy-slash logging. This condition is relatively 
uncommon but places bushwackers at greater risk of lasting 
injury than the scratches, rashes and infections from d6 or easier 
brush-bashing. Moss-concealed class-IV rotting logs, decaying 
roots, and wetland “pipes” slow the more cautious bushwacker 
to a snail’s pace, even in some fairly open understories that 
visually might be ranked d4 or less. The incautious bushwacker 

eventually suffers a sprained ankle or worse.
d8 It’s unusual to travel 100 yards through d8 without bleeding. I’ve never spent more than an 

half an hour in continuous d8. You often can’t see your feet, and brush is so dense the only way 
to move forward sometimes is to fall. D8 entails convoluted terrain, blowdown tangle and dense 
brush. Each step is a logistical consideration. Many recently-thinned 25-to-35-year-old clearcuts 
are d8.

Another habitat averaging d8 or greater is beaver swamp. To a wolf or bear, a beaver is a 
delicious, high-fat, slow-moving meal. Beavers therefore do all in their power to maintain an 
impregnable refuge from large, non-amphibious meat-eaters. The only way a human could 
cross these cold-water moats in semi-comfort is with anglers’ float-tube chestwaders, and even 
these risk of puncture on beaver-sharpened, submerged branch-stobs.

d9 No rational human would spend more than a few moments in d9. But perceived obstruc-
tional density is scale dependent. These supremely brushy places are often ideal cover and 
foraging habitat for songbirds and small mammals, while deer-sized critters prefer easier travel-
ing conditions; their main incentive for penetrating d8-d9 habitats is predator avoidance.

d10 I’m alive at the time of this writing; therefore I’ve not yet experienced d10. Southeast 
Alaska has little d9 and d10 habitat compared to seriously angry bioregions such as coastal-
Mexican thornscrub.

The d-rank and succession. The bushwacker’s difficulty ranking is a good way to evaluate 
successional trends. Each disturbance sets off its own unique trajectory. For example, after 
logging of a d5 upland hemlock old-growth stand, years 1 to 25 are typically d7 to d8. With 
canopy closure and settling of slash at 40 to 50 years, difficulty typically declines to d2-d4. After 
several centuries, with tree fall and increased canopy gaps, the brush mosaic re-establishes, 
and average difficulty returns slowly to d5. Note that in this example, the higher the difficulty, the 
better the summer wildlife habitat. In winter, however, d5 old growth provides superior cover and 
forage for resident birds, mammals and fish.
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3 Eagle nests 
On our first day of 

surveys, 0519, Dave & I 
noticed mapped nest #63, which 

inspired me to learn more about the 
updated Fish & Wildlife Service database. 

Most out-of-state visitors are awed by eagles 
that we Alaskans tend to take for granted. Even for 

residents, parents around the nest are cool—a worthy 
focus of interpretation.

On the next page is an edited table for the dozen documented 
nests on or near Kupreanof trails and beaches. Steve Lewis, current 

database steward for FWS, sent me the above key to otherwise cryptic 
numerical entries in that table. Here's an example of how rich the dataset is, once 
you get used to the codes, (listed in parentheses):

Nest number 28 is (or was?) only 250 yards across Petersburg Creek from the 
alternative beach route, so if still present may be observable through binoculars or 
spotscope. It was first catalogued on a boat survey by Jack Hodges (JIH), around 
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hatching time in early June, 1980. Jack called it a spruce (7) with broken dead 
top (5). One adult was on the nest (2), which was in good condition, with only 
old material (4). Tree height was in the 150-foot+ class (7), which is exception-
ally tall for that particular stand. The nest itself was in the 125-150-ft class (6). 
The tree was 100-200 yards from the "waterfront" (5). In Arcmap, I measure 
distance to extreme high tide at 85 yds. 

"Tidal margin," or span of intertidal from high to low, was in the 200-to-300 
yard class (8), which could be either an over or under-estimate depending on 
whether to consider the always-wetted creek channel to define "low."  Height of 
the nest above sea level was 150-200 feet (7). Jack apparently hiked in to the 
tree, because it was marked (3) and described "impossible to climb."

In September, 1996, (16 years later) Mike Jacobsen (MJJ, known as "Jake" 
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here in Juneau) resurveyed the nest, 
commenting "Low tide—looked at nest 
from distance. Tree had a flat top." Unlike Jack's 
broken dead top (5), Jake recorded a normal bushy 
top (2), with one adult near (rather than on) the nest (6). 

Some eagle nests pass down through generations of parent 
birds. Does this one still exist? Another 21 years have passed since 
Jake's 1996 survey. 

Curious if I could find the nest on my 20170519 video, I pulled out this 
screen-capture. Since Jake didn't repeat Jack's height estimates, but did describe 
the top differently, one interpretation is that the broken dead top fell out. Allowing for error 
in nest-point placement, it would be somewhere in the area circled in yellow. Most of these 
crowns are probably well under 150 feet, but I see 2 that might qualify. A third spruce that I indicated 
with an arrow has a broad top yet still stands well above the intervening young growth. It's the first one I'd  
put the scope on, were I trying to relocate the nest.

Other good prospects for nest-watching on the Kupreanof trails include #62, on the hill between Wolf Bog 
and Petersburg Creek, and a cluster of 3 nests mapped on the outside of Sasby Island.
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Another mapped nest easy to walk to is #66, ~100 
yards east of the Cemetery clearing. The spruce (7) 
is in the 125-150 height class (6), so should stand 
above the surrounding, average-sized, mostly young-
growth conifers. The nest itself is 100-125 ft high (5). 

On a boat survey in early May, 2003, Jake record-
ed one adult on this nest. Phil Schempf (PF) did a 
helicopter survey on May 28, 2009, and recorded the 
nest "inactive" (4). Dave Beebe and I were unaware 
of this mapped location on 20170523, but I flew a 
loop up Cemetery Creek and back out  to Goose 
Flats. Here's a still-capture from that video, which 
may have picked up the nest, yellow-circled. Can't 
tell from this photo if it's active, but the video shows a 
perched adult in the tree top on extreme upper right. 
It didn't launch as I passed by. Does that mean it's 
not nesting, and not feeling territorial?   
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